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VOLUMN

RESERVE,

THE BATTLE LINE OF FINANCE

NEW MEXICO, NOVEMBER

members, all of New York banks, were
as follows:
James B. Alexander, president of the
National Bank of .Commerce; George
F, Baker, chairman of the Board of
Directors of the First National Bank;
Walter E. Frew, president of the Corn
Exchange Bank; Gates W. McGarragh,
president of the Mechanics and Metals
National Bank; Charles H. Sabln,
president of the Guaranty Trust Company; Frank A. Vanderlip, then president of the National City Bank; the
late James N. Wallace, then president
of the Central Union Trust Company,
and Albert H. Wiggin, president of the
Chase National Bank.
The necsslty of maintanlng Stock
Exchange stability is Illustrated by one
instance Mr. Strong related recently
to the Joint Congressional Agricultural
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the Country Demanded it
schools In this end of the country.
Messers Brooks and Harry Bryan, and umes were very funny and among
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in the Dark Days of
The gas men decided that they were Miss Bessie Wyche attended the mas- those that created the greatest mysMembers of the Stock Exchange
was the two "tourist ladles" that
1917 and 1918.
not
making enough to get by with on querade Jinks party at Datil Saturday tery
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however by the time he reacred Luna,
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wished to buy Liberty Bonds to dis generally had we attempted to nego element of speculation at least in drunk mnn v.iien ho tried to walk.
enormous loans at a time those
His
will fce very popular with visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ple wore notified, and his fa
pose of other securities at fair prices, tiate these
transactions where the element ther pe
and one slater came in nt 10:30
them if they are served with John Parsons at the Drag A. ranch.
in order to put themselves in funds, when security values were crumbling? of human labor is exercised in a great that
night. His mother arrived about the following:
The yong couple have the best wishes
So certain members of the committee I think we would have had a very degree in
production. The labor of the 1.00 p. m. the following day. His father
Butterscotch.
of all the comunlty.
made up among their own banks a serious and difficult time."
farmer on the
farm or the and sister stayed until Thursday and
Take three cupfuls of brown sugar,
took Bill home with them. He was
This makes clear why it was neces
sum to take the place of money with.
farm probably represents the much better when they left and Is
Mr. and Mrs. John Payne were in
of a cupful of water, two
drawn by other banks which feared sary to prevent a precipitate decline of least speculative production that can probably about all right again by this lublespouifuls of butter,
of Datil on business and remained over
e
country-widwith
resultant
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be described, because that farm 1b time.
they would need it )n carrying their securities,
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own share of the government issues,
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e
Boll ull together except the lluvoiing
government loans.' But in owner or the tenant and his family, ing at the Rogers homo this week.
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thread Is formed when dropped
the entire Stock Exchange account in less than a year a wholly different and what is produced there is almost
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Forest Supervisor A. H. Douglas Is until a
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here on official business.
tq the hands of ten or twelve large situation arose. The Stock Exchange all by labor.
tered pans, let stand until cool enough
Mr.
George Macmanus Is visiting
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At the other end of the line is the
Dr. Chas. W. Harper was a visitor to mark off Into squares.
Mrs. Cleaveland and Mrs. Reynolds in
a fund pf one hundred perhaps, than any other community; minimum of effort or labor that pro- In town this week.
conferences,
Datil for a week or so, stopping over
millions was supplied by a group of and in August, 1918, it began to have duces profit, that of making capital reMolassei Candy.
on his way to New York.. Mr. MacmJoe Staner and son Jessie of Nutri- Then produce itself by Judicious Investment
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New York banks, with a the "feel" of Allied victory.
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contingent fund of the same size, and swiftly there developed an eager spirit or enterprise and that is expressed in ing.
of butter, two cupfuls of the Lodge.
this was put at the disposal of the of speculation, a mad scramble to take Its extreme form In the purchase of
L. C. Laney Is a regular visitor at
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Liberty Loan Committee to nurse a- - advantage of the prospect of rising securltits sper.iH trly.
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loans
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long the Stock Exchange.
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when
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pull
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enough.
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It this it seems to that even in Its most
Into lengths, wrap in a waxed paper. king it was the Navajo blanket weaver
over the loans made by banks on their became suddenly necessary, instead of extreme and what you might call its
Her Prescription.
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own account!
feeding the Stock Exchange, to starve most objectionable form, it neverthe
Pralines.
steers for market and Mr. Morley has
Physician If your wife Is a doctor,
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Boll together one and
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f
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Patient Too expensive. The Inst
not want to make the loans, felt that mitted to extend them, because exof crenm until a soft ball Is made, buyers.
means by which things fmd their na
time she ordered me three months at
when tried in cold water.
Remove
It was to tension would have meant activity in tural Yftlues,
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Dan and Tony Murray are working
from the lire and beat until of n
meet this situation that the "money speculation and rapidly rising market.
From the organisation of the Fed
with tha Looney Construction Co. in
t
Add two
creamy consistency.
committee" was brought jnto beln,g The "money commJttee''
Oh-Man!
topk over eral Reserve System after the outbreak
of hickory put meats or pecans Wiiito Houso Canon, and from all reabout the middle pf September, 19,17,
control from the Business Conduct of the war until our entry in April,
Mayme Who was that handsome
and drop on wt.xed pnper In email port aro surely making good.
looking at ms tee just cakes.
917, American production and export old man
Pally reports were require; by thjs Committee of the Stock Exchange ar
Mr. Jamison was a visitor in Datil
committee from. al tlie banks, ftnd bltrarlly, whether or no it had legal trade Increased prodlously, and there passed T
Madge That's Doctor Bluff of tbe
to the Hubble ranch, and returntrust companies )n New Tory City re authority for so doing; and the mem were great accessions to our gold
Cheoclate Fudge.
iing
atate Insane asylum.
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of n un his way to Magdalena.
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change, it was found that the amount be said in falrnes to them, assented of competitive buying In our markets.
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cupful of sirup,
cupful of
There was no system organized by
outstanding was about $450,000,000, willingly.
"What re Mr. Peekton's Initials?"
milk nnd cool; with n square or two . Mrs. Jot Stiles has gone to Oklaand the "money committee" managed
But if the Wall Street traders were law to deal with such a situation, but
"P. V."
of grated chocolate until It makes a homa for a visit with her mother and
this as a kind of reservoir and under- biddable, there was not a like comthe Federal Reserve Bank in New York
his
from
the
friends
way
"Judging
soft bull when dropped in cold water. father, Judge and Mrs. Boles, of Oklatalk about lilui, they slant for 'Poor
taking to keep the loans at this level. plaisance everywhere. On the con- did make an effort to prevent unwholeCool sllirlitiv before stlrrine. then stir homa City.
"
In order to do this, the two million trary, a melodramlc element was in some expansion find the price increasfish.'
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for
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When credit was. sjphoned out of the Mr.
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Strong, who had signed some pub Hundreds of millions, of gold was pur
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reservoir the committee made good the lic statements as head of the commltta, chased, both that Jn circulation here, Therefore to raise eighteen billions for
medical nld.
the Government there mast be an exDread Omelet.
and reserve notes were Issued against
deficiency.
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Reserve
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Although
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Washington. Besides Benjamin Strong
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NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS

FOREIGN
Four men were killed and two In
jured when a Canadian Pacific rail
way freight train was caught by falling
rock in a tunnel one mile east of Pal- User, B. C, according to advices re-

DARLING BABY

Here
from
3TOMES andThere

ceived.
Three thousand tons of German toys
arrived In Boston on the American
steamer Deranof. Capt. Thomas Cart- wright of the Dernnof said he counted
sixty Iron steamships under construc
"My husband and I we were newlytion as he passed up the river Elbe.
weds were visiting with some friends,
Prime Minister Lloyd fleorge has de
Mr. nnd Mrs. John Kokes, nt 140 West
DURING THE PAST WEEK cided
definitely to leave for Washing
The
Taylor street, that Sunduy.
ton Nov. 5 on the liner Aquilanla, arKokes' home was ulmost opposite Mrs.
riving In time, It Is expected, for the
Altoona, Pa, "I am writO'Leary's place, 137 North De Koven
afternoon session of the armaments
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
ing to tell you what Lydia E.
street. We sat under the trees in the
conference on its opening day, Nov. 11.
Pinkham't
CONDENSED
FOR BUSY
Vegetable Comback yard.
-Because the war cost France so
We
pound has done for me.
"Across
we
men
the
six
saw
PEOPLE.
alley
much blood mid maimed so many of
bad six children die almost at
were
who
in
the
shade
behind
sitting
birth. From one hour to nineher sons, dueling must be severely re
the O'Leary house. They were drink
teen days is all they havs
pressed, declares M. Bonnevay, French
(Wlin Nmpnw Uoioa Dm Stmt. )
lived.
Before my next one
A
and
Ing beer, smoking
laughing.
This town has been
minister of justice, in a circular adwaa born I took a dozen botpretty Jolly bunch, I guess.
WESTERN
dressed to public prosecutors all over CHICAGO. the fiftieth anniversary
tles of your Vegetable Com" 'O dear,' whispered Mrs. Kokes tc
or tne great lire. And one thing
Approximately 200,000 silver dollars France.
pound, and I can say that It is
On the morning of the explosion of new is the discovery that Instead of me, 'isn't that party noisy. If someare being made dally at the San Franthe greatest medicine on
cisco mint under recent Instruction to the bomb in his Purls home, Myron T. the immortal hoof of Mrs. O'Leary's thing doesn't happen before night I
earth, for this baby ia now
1'
know
don't
what
a
four
months old, and a
cow,
afternoon
bucchanule
Sunday
speed up production, according to Su- Herrlck, American ambasxudor took
healthier baby you would not
"And something did I That evening
out an accident policy for the em- was to blume for the Are, according
perintendent M. J. Kelly.
want I am sending vou a
Frank Lemen, 74 years old, believed ployes nnd also against damage to his to Interesting new evidence reported just as my husband and I were setting
picture of her. Everybody
out for home near by, we saw the
one of the oldest circus men In the residence. Under his contract he must by Miss Caroline M. Mtilvalne, secresays 'That is a very healthy
of
flames. They were gushing from the
country and who was credited with make good to the Due de Uroglle the tary M. the Chicago Historical society.
looking baby. ' You have my
of the O'Leary shed. We ran
J.
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the
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first
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A south wind swept the Are
nue, of Holmes, Pyott
lines to anybody."
Mrs.
Co., Informed back.
furniture.
tralia, Is dead at Kansas City.
C. W. Benz, 131 3rd Avenus,
across the alley to a barn storing
A bald eagle with a wing spread of Miss Mcllvnlne that his mother-ln-Iuw- ,
Fanners of Stockton, Kan., have orAltoona, Pa.
Mrs. Anton
who was an eye paint on the Kokes property. Later
ganized with an agreement to burn seven feet, attempted to carry away witness of Axsnilth,
the conflagration's begin- the wind shifted to the west and the
Mrs. Janssen's experience of interest to childless wives.
corn this coming winter instead of a
girl named Cllhhs, from the
ernnda of her home at Vanderlioof, B ning, refuted the traditional legend flames went rioting across the city.
Millston, Wis.'.' I want to give you a word of praise for your wonderful
coal, on account of the difference In
lantern-kicking
cow.
"We remembered that some of the
We are fond of children, and for a considerable time after wt
medicine.
C. Struggles of the child
and her about the
price between these two commodities.
were
it
wasn't
cow's
the
married I feared I would not have any. I began taking Lydia E. Pink,
men
in
"No;
snld
that drinking party had gone
fault,"
mother prevented the bird from get
Four armed bandits robbed the
ham's Vegetable Compound, and it strengthened me so I now Iirva rita
Mrs. Axsmlth at her home at 1002 into the barn, clambered into the
hay
Hank,
just outside of St. ting away and it was finally beaten to Soutli Ashland avenue. "Why, the Are loft nnd
Strong, healthy baby girl. I suffered very little at childbirth, and I give all
had
euth
asleep.
They
Mathew
dropped
The
of
by
Semple.
I.ouis,
girl broke
the credit to your medicine, and shall always recommend it highly.
$7,180. Six employes and one
Mn
through the burn roof nt 0:30 been smoking pipes, and probably one
customer were compelled to lay face uffered flesh wounds.
H. H. Janssen, Millston, Wis.
that terrible Sunday night, nnd Mrs. of these, Bllpplng Into the hay, was
The
has
downward while the men scooped the
government ut Peking
up
had milked the cows nt six the real cause of the start of the dis
Mrs. Held of Marinette, Wis., adds her testimonial for Lydia E.
lo Investigate O'Leary
money Into sacks.
The robbers es- - pointed a commission
o'clock.
aster."
Pinkham's. Vegetable Compound. She says:
he
opium situation in the Fukien
taped In an automobile.
Marinette, Wis. "I was in a nervous condition and very irregular. My
Tacking house employes of Des province. An appeal has been made to
doctor advised an operation. My husband brought me one of your booklets
Moines, Iowa, voted to accept a 5 per fort to stop poppy planting In the
and
asked me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It overcame
An npeal has been made to
.
cunt wage cut declared recently by the province.
my weakness so that I now have a healthy baby girl after having been marK. Wellington Kon,
Dr.
ILL.
to
minister
Travelers
LIZABETHTOWN,
packing companies. Officers of the
nine years. I am glad to recommend your medicine, and you may use my
- ried
accustomed to the monotony of
union salil that there will be no strike Great I'.ritain, for foreign assistance
letter as a testimonial' Mrs. H. B. Held, 330 Jefferson St, Marinette, Wis.
flat
and
the
of
level
expanse
prnlrie
by the employes unless It Is declured
There are many, many such homes that were once childless, and are now
The king and queen of Italy have laud In northern nnd central Illinois
by the national officers.
blessed with healthy, happy children Decause Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
find
to
It
believe
hard
In
are
still
Ihey
The
Compound has restored the mother to a strong and healthy condition, as it
baby of Mrs. Slgne just celebrated the silver anniversary
acts as a natural restorative for ailments as indicated by backache, irreguSwnnson
The cily was dec the same state when they invade Har
of Spokane, Wash., was of their wedding.
In
din
corner
this
of
county
larities, displacements, weakness and nervousness.
"Egypt,"
smothered in fi lounge wheih painters orated with flags and all schools were
as
southern
is
Illinois
Women everywhere should remember that Most of the commoner ailments
called. A bit
had closed, believing It contained only closed. In connection with the relcbraof rugged scenery has been set down
of women are not the surgical ones they are not caused by serious displaceThe child was dead when tion the Italian government granted
bedding.
ments
or growths, although the symptoms may be the same, and that is why
In
this Isolated corner, framed by the
Mrs. Swnnson opened the lounge five amnesty to participants In the recent
so many apparently serious ailments readily yield to Lydia E. Pinkham's
bend of the Ohio river.
The
minutes after it had been closed,
political disturbances between t lie Fas great
Vegetable Compound, as it acts as a natural restorative. It can be taken
hills, which stretch bnck forty miles
Mrs.
with perfect safety and often prevents serious troubles.
L. I'eete, convicted of cist! and Socialists, as well as to Flfrom
the
are
a
of
river,
continuation
who
the murder of ,T. C. Denton, was de- uninn legioimitlres
participated in the
Therefore if you know of any woman who is suffering and has been unable
In the hotel yard Is the grave of
Ozarks, extending east through
to secure relief and is regretfully looking forward to a childless old
nied by the District Court of Appeals a recent disorders.
age, atk
Missouri and southern Illinois.
Elizabeth McFarland, for whom the
herto try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, as it has brought
health
-rehearing of her appenl upon which GENERAL
town
was
and
McFarLlizubethtown
has
of
the
John
named,
and
distinction,
1 lie court
happiness into so many homes once darkened by illness and despair.
ruled several weeks ago. Her
John Christinas, negro,
of Cham unusual in Illinois, of being a county land, her husband, who built and op
nttorneys announced the case would paign, wns
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Boo- k
hanged at Urbnnu, III. It seat without railroad, telegraph or erated the hotel for nearly a half cen
upon "Ailments
he taken to the California Supreme
was the first bunging in this county electric lights.
Peculiar to Women will be sent to you free upon request Write
Its mail still arrives tury.
Court.
for more than forty years. Christman by boat and most of its freight and
There are no movies In Elizabeth- to,The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
Seventy-year-olCnrl Ruebln, a re- killed his wife with a razor lust sum
trattc Is water borne. The town. Once or twice a year the Cot
This book contains valuable information.
passenger
tired Iowa fanner, shot and slightly nier.
few roads over the hills are wretched ton Blossom, or one of the other show
wounded Mis. Gube Oleson, the wife
A negro was killed In a battle with at their best, and at their worst imbouts plying along the Mississippi and
of a neighbor nnd then turned the gun
passable for three months out of the Ohio rivers, noses Into the bunk for n
on himself and committed suicide. Rue-ble'- s Baltimore police nt Humphrey station
a suouro oi isauimore,
u year.
night, and the hill farmers ride In for
following
attention to the
wife
This town Is the second oldest set fifteen miles around to attend the per
raee riot. The riot wns
of his younger neighbor has been the threatened
precipitated by an assault upon a tlement In Illinois. In the main part formance 4$. "TlicKing of Tramps,"
subject of Jest for some time.
of Its brick hotel, standing on a high "Uncle Tonl's Cubiri" or "East Lynne."
white girl by a negro.
WASHINGTON
But Hardin county has the largest
Citations directing James A. Stlli- - bluff above the river, the Marquis de
The War Department announced nian, divorce suit plaintiff, to show Lafayette spent a night when he vis flourspar mine in the world, which
The main has been continuously worked for
that 1,000 seals, about one-fift- h
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
of the cause why Mrs. Slillman should not be ited tills country in 1824.
tolal seating capacity of the memorial appointed general guardian of their room of the hotel was erected In 1807, forty years. Now there is a strike on
then take & or 6 tor a tew nights atter.
but
dote
additions
1840
from
and Civil in the mine and Ellznbethtown has
You will relish your meals without fear of trouble to
amphithealer, at Arlington Armistice sons, James and Alexander, were iswar
been "discovered" by the newspapers.
days.
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
day had been reserved for gold star sued by Surrogate Colialan. They
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
mothers or other nearest relatives of were procured by Mis, Slillman's
Pimply, Blotchy bkin. hey aid the mUtty of Lomitpatlon.
men w ho died in the World war. Not
more than two seats will be given
Smll Pill; SmJI Doh; Soudl Pries
Snm
any
Gordon,
35, a negro, was
iipiiiicanon.
a neighboring farmer, Louise Mouroe,
hanged by a mob near Minnshoro, La.,
The appointment of Cnpt. Jesse F. following the shooting of Joe Kim-bul- l,
and they became engaged. In April,
Lemon Juice Now Powdered.
An Opportunity.
a white farmer.
Cottrell, representative In Washing'
The shooting
1921, he presented himself to the Amer
One of the newest fruit products
"I never saw the equal of those
ton of several Tennessee newspapers followed a quarrel over a bag of peican army headquarters at Paris and is powdered lemon Juice. It Is pure
Jagsbys next door," said Mr. Bib-ble- s.
for many years, as U. S. minister to cans, It wns said. It wus reported the
told his story.
reduced to a perfectly soluble
juice
"They are always wanting to
Bolivia is being hniled with satisfac negro's futiier wus tuken into a woods
Itumpke said that his commander powder. The process Is said to be an borrow something.
I honestly betion by the newspaper fraternity, und whipped.
n
gave him a pass and sent him to a Bed adaptation of the
lieve we've lent thein everything in
spray
Captain Cottrell, who left his profes
Cross hospital for certain supplies. method of reducing milk to powdered the house except the
Twenty slicks of dynamite wrapped
piano and our
sion to serve the country during the In brown
When returning to the regiment the form.
paper on which Iind neen
twin beds."
war, lias won an enviable reputation drawn a diagram of the Atlanta", Birand
arrested
detained
military police
"I'm sorry you are so wrought up,"
The new revenue Inw to be enacted mingham & Atlantic and Southern
him because he had lost his pass, and
A Lady of Distinction
"Mr. Jngsby has
said Mrs. BIbbles.
next year to take the place of the one railway lines were found by school
when he got his liberty and had Is recognized by the delicate fascinatJust sent over to know If "
which Congress will soon pass, will children in an abandoned sewer at
reached the American lines the regi- ing Influence of the perfume she uses.
"Don't say it! Don't say It!"
N. Y. Brought here ment had moved to embark at Brest.
contain the chief provisions of th
A bath with Cuticura Soap and hot
according to reports to the po"If you have n few empty bottles
from France as a technical desertSmoot bill, providing for manufactur lice. Since the inception of the genThe paymaster of the division told water to thoroughly cleanse the pores, you could spare,
pint or quart size."
er from the A. E. F., Sergeant him he would have to "make his own followed by a
ing or gales tax on commodities eral strike on the Atlantu, Birmingwith Cuticura
"Out of the way, woman I I'll take
dusting
Agreement to this effect has been ham & Atlantic rullroad last March, Henry W. Itumpke, who left his home way" to Join the command, Bumpke Talcum powder usually means a clear, them over myself." Birmingham
reached among Senate leaders of the several wrecks have occurred, appar- In Cincinnati in 1884 to enlist in the had no money and walked half the dis- sweet,
healthy skin. Advertisement.
Marine corps, with which he served tance before he quit.
eastern bloc, representing the Indus ently the result of dynamite
trial sections of the country,
The military authorities held Bumpthroughout the war, continuing In the
A Puzzling Case.
Every Individual.
exfifteen
ke until June, then sent him here.
Persons paying federal taxes under
North "How Is Dobbs getting along
Every Individual has a place to fill
Federal prohibition agents raided an service for his months after the
of
was
freed
been
He
had
enlistment,
a prisoner at the Brook- in the world, and is important in with his wife?" West "I can't decide
piration
protest cannot bring proceedings to re attic above a Greenwich village res- - from
the "brig" nt the Brooklyn navy lyn navy yard more than two months some respect, whether he clioses to whether he needs
cover such taxes against a successor laurant in New York. Their haul In
sympathy or
the
federal
court.
when a court martial decided that it be so or not. Hawthorne.
of the collector to whom the taxes cluded fifty casks, 2,0(10 bottles and yard by
In July, 191!), a series of misadvenhad no Jurisdiction, on the ground that
were paid, the Supreme Court held In 100 jugs of wine valued at $15,01)0.
tures separated Itumpke from his com- he had served beyond enlistment at
When the contracting parties unite
Katydid foretells frost nnd "You
deciding a case brought by the Indi- The smell of u nearby hnrrel of mash
mand, the Fifth regiment, Second di- the time of the alleged desertion. did" and "I didn't" foretell a domestic In their efforts to make marriage a
ana Steel Company.
mingled Willi odors from stored cheese,
vision, then stationed nt St. Aignon,
success It is seldom a failure.
appealed to the Legal Aid so one.
Suit to test constitutionality of the the officers said, but the attic wns Frnnce. He then, with the aid of his BumpkeThe
federal court then assumed
ciety.
used ns sleeping quarters for three
r
Cnpper-Tlnchebill passed by Confather, a merchant In Cincinnati, Jurisdiction.
gress to regulnte grain exchanges and persons.
bought a small truck farm at Vitry
Rumpke's father has found Miss Mou
them
under
direction of the secrePolice have discovered a "well" of sur Seine, and went to work as a roe in France, and both will arrive
put
of
tary
section of farmer. There he met the daughter of here next week for the wedding.
agriculture was filed In federal whisky in a residentialDistrict Court by John Hill, Jr., n Knoxvllle, Tenn. A small copper pipe
member of the Chicago board of trade. from n copper tank sunk ten feet un
der the ground enabled the owner to
Approval of a loan of $1,000,000 to
ft financial institution
for credit ex- keep a supply of moonshine whisky on
at nil hours. The whisky was
Carl Stleler, who
tensions on live stock in Montana and tap
forced through n faucet by a hand INDIANAPOLIS.
share of the
Wyoming, was announced by the Wnr pump. The outfit was confiscated and
000 Standard OH company mail robFlnnnce Corporation. The corporation the owner
in Police Court.
arraigned
did not make public the name of the
bery at Whiting, Ind., in 1919 In a two- Mrs. R. G. Booker, arrested
institution nor the terms of the loan.
year orgy of ulrplane and automobile
Tenn., several days ngo on a fu- buying and travel, was arraigned In
The government's annual report on
gitive from Justice warrant issued In the federal court here. The wife who
mortality statistics for 1020, soon to be Dallas, Texas, where it Is alleged by was with him while he spent the
issued, shows 1,142,578 deaths within federal officials she is under Indict money, and who, when it was gone,
the death registration area, represent ment In connection with the embezzle- took in washing and scrubbed floors
Ing a rote of 13.1 per thousand, ns ment of $20,000 from the Southwestto help him, is with him.
compared with 12.0 In 1010. Fatalities ern National Bank, was released when
"If I hndn't given myself up the po- His record of expense, as kept, he
from automobile accidents and Injuries she gave bond for $2,000 for her ap- lice would never have got me," said
said, against the "time when federal
Increased from 9.4 to 10.4 per hundred pearance In the Federal Court In DallStleler, who Is twenty-thre- e
years old. agents might get hlni." follows: One
as.
thousand.
1
,
The police knew that was mixed up airplane, $9,600; one airplane, $4,500;
The Supreme Court declined to conGeorge H. Miller, 16 years old, was with the robbery, but they never saw one airplane, $5,500; one airplane
Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
sider an appeal brought by Hector H. convicted on a charge of violating the me in Chicago. It was the same way without motor, $2,000; one
airplane
Elwell, city editor of a Chicago news- Mann act and was fined $300 nnd costs when we got to Los Angeles.
Even motor, $0,250; installing motor, $600;
WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
paper, convicted of contempt of court by Judge Jacob Trleber In United when Bessie and I were married under one automobile, $1,700 ; organising airfor refusing to Identify for a federal States District Court nt Little Rock, our own names they didn't get wise. plane company, $1,250; Jewelry for
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
grand Jury the person who wrote u Ark. It wns alleged that Aliller, whose Wherever we went It was always under wife, $200; living and traveling exphysicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
our right names. Why, I was pinched penses", $13,400.
certain article printed in his newspa- home is in Dullns, Teias, took a womElwell
on
an
30
to
old
In
once
Los
the
from
for
Hot
Pallas
per.
appealed
speeding
years
Angeles, and
ground
"The glider with the fine engine I
Colds
Headache
Rheumatism
In the courtroom where they fined me used to
that he could not be compelled to give Springs last summer.
carry my wife and myelf
Emma Itlchardson Bnrkett, Hills
Toothache
my picture, with a reward under It, around Arizona, New Mexico and TexNeuritis
testimony which might incriminate
Neuralgia
'
himself.
dale, I nd., was sentenced to from six was hanging on the wall. And they as until the money gave out. It was
Earache
Pain
Pain,
Lumbago
The big exports of wheat reported months to three years In the penitennever recognized me."
great sport, but I wish now that the
are expected to add to the influence tiary by Judge Alfred J. Talley for
His Interest in flying, he said, was cops had been smarter that they had
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
exerted from other causes, and tend to forging the name of the Inte Col. Theo- - the result of his service as an enlisted caught me nt the start. Then I would
lore Itooscvelt to a fake note.
tase up money rates.
man with the Four Hundred and have two years of my sentence behind
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets Bottles of 24 and 100 All druggists.
Ninety-eight- h
aero squadron overseas, me instead of nil of It before me."
Aiplrln ! tba trail mark at Bayer Minoficturt or UonMoeUeiddotn of BallcrllculJ
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.
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Beer, Not Milk, Caused Chicago Fire

Children's Laughter a Pleasing Sound
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Pisordered Stomach
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LYRICS OF LIFE

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
Walker

New Mexico
STYLE."

"ALL IS WELL."

are traveling, while carrying in the
pack on your back old animosities
T N A clause In the will of Prof. and Jealousies that retard your progJ George Trumbull Ladd, late wasof ress at every step.
Yale university, a provision
We have each of us some whlmsey
made that his body should be cremat
ed and that a portion of the ashes In the brain that keeps us from lov
should be buried beside a camphor ing and laboring as we should.
We have within us pent-u- p
tortree which he had planted In 1907 In
the yurd of the School of Commerce rents of factious words which in sud
den vents of anger we pour out and
in Nagasaki, Japan.
Professor Ladd was an authority on flood the smooth road ahead until It
Oriental matters and had lectured in becomes impassable.
We wound the hearts of our dear
universities in Jnpnn and India.
ones, and sometimes the hurt remains
"I have lived and loved and labored, through life.
We seemingly cannot agree on anyand all Is well," was the Impressive
thing
except hostility.
to
his
he
chose
murk
grave.
pltaph
In sudden bursts of passion, to live
Are you living and loving and laand love and labor, that all may be
boring so that at the end of your Jour- well Is remote from our
thoughts.
ney, you can say, "all is well"?
In moments
reflecSome

of
of us,
volume of meaning there tion, subdued
perhaps by an odd mixIn
those three monosyllables and ture of shame and
is
see
the splendid words preceding them I the error of our way, and hold ourTo live and love and labor, and to selves In check, though the bridle
do nothing more would In a little while .chafes and the bits blister.
turn arid wastes to blooming gardens,
and lift from the world Its burden of
And so should we all, for to live
care, Its burning hates and frightful and love and labor ought to be our
wars. Terrible Mara with his blear chief purpose in life, for It will take
us through safely and enable us at
eyes would be vanquished.
And so would the thorny road you the end to write with a glad heart
and a steady hand, "all Is well I"
a
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AM not right in style
And yet I do not care,.
Though people often smile
At things I have and wear,

and Arizona
(WultrD Nenptper
1

Who once were quite correct
Who'd be the village Jokes
At present, I expect.
;

It wasn't

long ago
To win the world's regard
You always had to sliov.- An Iron dog In the yard.
Each family must possess
A scrnper on the stoop,
No house was right unless
It had a Rogers group.

The whatnot now Is gone,
Along with Rogers' art;
The dogs upon the lawn
With iron legs depart;
And, In this later day,
New styles In style appear,
To be themselves passe
Perhaps within a year,
Who chases after style
Will go a merry pace,
Will spend a pretty pile
To keep his proper place.
And then some wintry night
The folks will yell at you,

"This furniture's a fright
We must get something new !"

SCHOOL DAYS

to be a singer," said a
4il WANTED
to the
successful illustrator
J

writer.. "I bad a pretty fair
voice. With cultivation It could have
been ninde better.
But I know If I
spent the time necessary for Its cut-- v
tlvntlon, I wouldn't huve time to learn
to draw. And I had more ability at
picture making than at singing.
"I didn't quit singing cold. I still
sing a little. But I dropped it as a
business. One business Is all any man
can attend to if he wants to get along."
Today this man is one of the high-

the country.

He might have been a fair illustrator
and a fair singer, or a good singer
and a bad illustrator. But he chose
the career . for which he had the
greater talent, and stuck to It.
The late Charles E. Van Loan In

considerable talent
developed
for drawing. When he was fourteen
or fifteen his teachers predicted that
Tie would some day be a great artist.
But he discovered thnt he could
write better than he could draw, and
thereafter lie drew only to amuse his
friends and Ids children.
All his energies were bent toward
learning to write, and learn to write
.youth

'

Tie.

Copyright

"free

he did.
learn when the summons comes to lay
Many men are born with a little taldifferent
activities. labor aside forever.
ent for several
The surest way to win the measure
And many such ruin their lives by
of success that your abilities can comof
instead
their
energies
scattering
or the
mand is to select the
concentrating them on the one thing trade or the businessprofession
y
most,
you
do
can
best.
they
following, and keep at that to the
Time Diluted to man Is insufficient
of every thing else save
for the mastery of even a single art exclusion
needful recreiftion.
or profession.
It is a poor set of brains that cannot
Few men, however great, ever die
learn to do one thing particularly
with the feeling that they have reached
well.
It Is a miraculous brain that
.anything like the standards they set can learn to do two
things even fairly
for themselves.
well.
There is always something still to
(Copyrlsht.)

MOTHER'S

,
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If a man nnda himself with bread in
4oth hands, he should exchange one
loaf (or some (lowers of the narcissus,
since the loaf feeds the body Indeed,
but the flowers feed the soul.
SEASONABLE

THINGS.

GOOD

Take

a

half-cupf-

of

washed rice, drain after soaking over
night in slightly salted wnter. Add
one cupful of milk and cook, closely
covered. In a moderate oven. Add to
one pint of cream the yolks of four
f
cupeggs well beaten, with
ful of sugar and stir In the cooked rice.
Let hake, still covered, until the custard Is set, then make a meringue with
the whites of the eggs and pile on top.
one-hal-

Brown

three-quarte-

h

lightly.

Roast Venison, Virginia Style.
Let the haunch of venison hang for
week In a cold place. The day before it Is to be used wash In warm
vinegar and wnter, and then rub with
butter to soften the skin. Cover the
top and sides with
pa
d

Subtleties of Electricity.
The observations of an eminent
scientist as to the effects of elecsome
tricity on the animal body show
remarkable results. Man has much
greater power of resistance, or much
less susceptibility, than many other
animals. A leech placed on a copper plate that rests on a larger plate
of rlnc Is unnble to crawl oft on account of the feeble electric action
excited by the contact of the metals.
Horses are troubled by slight differences of potential. Au ox treated for

The work of forming a grand lodge
of the Pythian Sisters of New Mexico
was completed when representatives
from nil over the state met ut Albu
querque for two days' session. The
address of welcome wus given by City
Attorney Keleher and this was fol
lowed by an address by Joseph Pies of
the Knights of Pythias.

tA

W

h

1,000-foo-

Tit

RICH rice pudding for an occawill be found most accept-

A sion
able.

j

city.
Lieut. Robert Leslie Finch of Tempe,
w ill
represent the state of Arizona nt
the funeral of the unknown soldier In
Washington on Armistice day, according to an announcement ninde by the
governor's office.
With a total enrollment of 117 boys
und girls taken as the town runs, the
IMinii United Hoys' and Girls' Club of
tiniliiim county, Ariz., makes the unusual record of completing 100 per
ct'iil of Its enrollment.
The state road from Romerovllle to
Delia, near Las Vegas, N. II., which
bus been in bad condition for the past
two yenrs, is being repaired by a crew
sent by the highway commission, This
rond Ik part of the Ozark trail route.
It. J. Parsons, formerly chief clerk
in the office of the collector of Internal revenue nt Phoenix, und Inter auditor of a Phoenix theater, has assumed ills duties us assistant prohibition director for the state of Arizona.
State American
Commander
Puune Hird appointed Charles W.
Iliirtnmn of Phoenix to represent Arizona at the ceremonies lit Washington Nov. 11, pertaining to the burial
of an unknown American who us a
member of the American expeditionary
force lost his life In the World war
Fire, origin of which is as yet un
known, totally destroyed the homo of
Thomas A. French, secretary of the
Arizona State Federation of Labor at
Phoenix.
French; his wife nnd step
daughter, who were iu the building at
the time, effected u narrow escape
from being consumed In the flames,
Nothing was saved.

of a cupful of chopped nuts,
of a cupful of powdered sugar and one teaspoonful of vanilla.
Add to the softened gelatin,
of a cupful of hot wnter and dissolve
over hot water. Pour the dissolved
gelatin over the cream und stir the
whole until well mixed. When the
mixture begins to thicken, pour into
Capt. K. M. Iloblson of Flagstaff,
a mold and sprinkle with chopped
Ariz., commanding officer of the Bat
nuts.
tery A, First Field artillery, Arizona
National Muurd, has resigned his comBrowned Chestnuts.
Use the large imported chestnuts for .mission in the guard, according to au
this dish, If possible. With a sharp announcement made at the office of
knife make two Incisions at right Adjt. On. Walter S. Ingalls. Captain
from the
-angles to each other, through the shell Roblson automatically retires
.
on one side of each nut. Cover with general staff on which he has served
some time pust.
boiling wnter and let cook half an for
work at the Carlisle
hour. Drain and keep hot while reDevelopment
s'
mine near Lordsburg, N. M., Is pro
moving the shell and thin skin from
each nut. Put into hot fnt and brown. gressing rapidly and plans are now
per and over this put a half-Inclayer Turn often. Drain on soft paper und being made to sink the main shaft to
of greased paper. The next day put sprinkle
t
level. A large quantity
the
lightly with salt.
Into the roasting pan and cover closeof ore is already on the dump for ship
Copyright, 1S31, Western Newspaper Union.
(J
Allow three
ly with another pan.
ping.
hours for roasting a
roast.
The commit lee working on the new
Add one pint of water from time to
CHEERFUL CHERUB
rallroud which is to be a southern out
time.
At the end of an hour, baste
let for the Sun Juan valley from Az
well. Half an hour before serving, retec, N. M., Is meeting with great sucI Kope trv.t
move the papers and baste thoroughly
cess and at n recent meeting turned
with a cupful of cider and a spoonful
Uilwrnuill retvrrw
in pledges.
in over 80,00
Farmingof melted butter. Dredge with flour,
ton boosters iiIho report good progress
lhu ttccident qvite
return to the oven. Repent the basting
that section.
rrw bretLtrs
four times. The oven Bhould be hot
The Agua Pwa Company of Las Ve
to
the
brown
meat
well.
5till
To
worst befalls,
enough
gas, X. M., Is ii jiklng plans for the Inprepare the gravy, remove the ment,
sinuation of a chlorliiullon plant for
add a tahlespoonful of flour and stir
- o He'll
the purifying of the waler furnished
die t.
until well browned; add a glass of
le city. The new plant will be in op
cider, salt and pepper to taste. Stir
patriotic cteath
eration by the first of the year and
f
well ; ndd
a glass of curruut
will Insure the city of on absolutely
Jelly, and when It Is melted strain
pure supply of water.
the gravy Into a gravy boat.
The Stale Corporation Commission
of Arizona denied the application of
Nutted Cream.
ic American
Railway Express Com
Soak
of a box of gelto Increase Its
pany for permission
atin In
cupful of cold water
ates on Intrastate business. The eom- until softened. Whip until stllT three
pnny petitioner! for permission to ad
Wnter Is necessary to regulate the
cupfuls of heavy cream In a bowl
mire nil class nnd commodity rates,
body processes.
staudiiig in ice water. Add
except those on milk and cream.
The mines of the Aztec Consolidated
rheumutlsm with electricity succumbed LHIoukaInn! grnced the
slump Gold Company at Bnldy, near Raton,
to a current absolutely inoffensive to of the 1891 issue, the portrait being N. M., will soon be in operation ngaln
and the officials of the company are
man.
excellently engraved.
now making plans for the erection of
Pluturch Is "Safe."
a mill ot 200 tons daily capacity, a
Hawaiian Stamps.
It must be a relief to I'lularch, full crew will be employed during the
The first woman's portrait to be
placed on a Ilawallan stamp was that wherever he may be, to know thnt, winter.
There Is more game In Arizona
of the Princess Victoria Kamamala, quite apart from hearsay and anecdote,
Issue of many of the documents he used have
than there has been fn the past
who appenred on the
been lost beyond recovery, so that be ten years, according to Joe V. Proch-aska- ,
a
1869. She was a daughter of
state game warden, who recently
V., one of the most energetic can no longer be checked up nt all
of the native rulers. In the 1882 Is points by the scientific historians ot returned from posting the game presue a picture of the Princess LIkelike the present age. Wilbur Cross In the serve In (ireenlee county, on the
value. Queen Yale Review.
Apache nntlot'.al forest.
appears on the
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Fertile Land

at $15 to $30 an Acre

land similar to that which through many years
has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
to the acre oats, barley and flax also in great
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, abeep
and hogs is equally profitable. Hundreds of farmers in Western Canada have raised crops in a sin tie

season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets snd
shipping facilities. The climate snd soil offer
Inducements for almost every branch ot
1 he advantages
ior
agriculture.

Dairying;, Mixed Farming

and Stock Raiting

make a tremendous appeal to industrious
wishing to improve their circumstsnces.
torUlastrated literature, eaaps, dMerlptten of farm
opportunity Id Manitoba, SukttebawM, Alberta
sm writs
W. V. BENNETT
Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

loom 4, Be

Auuierieae' Stent, Dept. a ImmlfrattM
aS CalsalaMIs, Demlataa Canada

hat

(CoprKht.)

roeus youu energies

In

snd has brought contentment and happiness to thousands of home seekers and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive prices. They have established their own
homes ana secured prosperity and independence,
sections of the prsine
In the great
provinces there is still to be had on easy term

Airs. Teresltn Montoya,
aged 107
years, dropped dead as she was nbout
to sit down nt the dinner table at her
home In Albuquerque.
She was born at
Tome, N. M., and never had been seriously ill.
If the plans of the committee In
charge of the arrangements are car
ried out, Armistice day, Nov. 11, will
be observed at Albuquerque, N. M.,
with the largest parade ever seen in

'

By JESSIE ROBERTS
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According to contractors there is
more building going on In Mountninalr,
N. M., at tiie present time than any
time during the past- five years.
Lyle flray, aged 10 years, of Artesla, N M., was Instantly killed wheu
he was struck by a motor truck. The
boy, it Is suid, attempted to cross the
street in front of the moving truck.
Forty convicts from the state pen
itentiary have been put to work on the
roads near Cimarron, N. II.
It is
thought that the gang will be kept in
tills district until the first of the year.
T. H. Moen, local merchant and
rancher of Mora, N. M., lost nbout
$10,000 In a big fire which destroyed
nearly nil the outbuildings on his
farm mid a lurge quantity of hay and

For I remember folks

(Copyright.)
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THE GIRL ON THE JOB
How to Succeed How to Get
5
g Ahead How to Make Good 5

From All Over

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

ByF. A.

What

My beau ha if particular,
About the way I'm dressed,
So Maggie uses Faultless Starch,
So I can look my best."

Southwest News

MAKING

SPACE

IN

KITCHEN

I

PUT

MUCH

FAITH

IN

ACORN

Arrangement of Requisite In England It Is Looked Upon as
Protector Against Lightning, and
Furnishings Doea Away With
as Love Charm.
Necessity for Large Room.

Ingenious

From Druldlcnl times the acorn has
been held to bo a sure protection
against lightning, as the tops of muny
flagstaff's, the end of cornice poles,
umbrella tassels nnd blinilcorils still
attest. Even to this day, in Kngllsli
rural districts, when a thunderstorm
nnd others
threatens,
will hie them to the nearest oak tree,
gather an acorn and carry It about
with them till the sky clears. In ninny
parts of Great Britain n girl Jilted by
her lover will seek by the light of the
moon for a dried acorn beneath an
oak tree. This she will burn at midnight in a candle flame, reciting meanwhile the following doggerel: "'Tls not
this acorn I would burn, but my true
love's heurt that I would turn. May
he no joy nor profit see, till he conies
back ngnln to me." Welsh peasants
hold that to plant an acorn brlng9
lifelong good luck; n simple way, one
would Imagine, to Insure one's future
success. The resultant unfiling, however, must on no nceount be transplanted. If this Is done, most terrible
opposite things ure bound to happen.

In these days when rents are so
high people are commonly obliged to
economize space as much as possible,
the family kitchen may be no more
than n closet Ingeniously lltted with a
other
essentials.
gus
range and
Couches convertible into beds und other clever contrivances useful for more
than one purpose are at a premium.
The newest invention In this Hue, put-ente- d
by a resident of South Chicago Is un arrangement
whereby
chairs, when not In use, inny be folded and stowed beneath a table. Kuch
chair, attached by a bracket to the
Inner side of a table may be slid
out on a rod to a comfortable sitting
distance, a slot In the rod enabling this
to be done, whereupon a thumbscrew
mnkes It fast. When It Is desired to
get the chair out of the way, Its buck
Is folded down, the screw is loosened
nnd the chair, nfter being slid inward
along the slot, is turned bodily over,
the rod being pivoted at the bracket.
This accomplished (It takes but a moment), the chair rests on its feet be-

neath the table facing the

way. A reversal of the process brings
i'hlludel- the chair Into view again.

to Dog.
Look, mother!
bulldog looks like Aunt Kmlly.
Polite

Little

.Tacky

Mother
Hush,
such things.

child!

Don't

That
sny

Hard Working Millionaire.
Some people think that when a man
has made a fortune he "takes It ensy."
Listen to Lord Leverhulme:
"For eighteen months now I hav
been getting up nt half-pas- t
four In
the morning, nnd hnve been nt work
live after some light gymat half-pas- t

Little Jacky Well, mamma, the dog nastics. It Is unavoidable at the pres
ent moment In my case, and I have
can't hear It. Huston Globe.
got to do It. If you ask nie whethei
A positive nssertlon may silence I like It, I am not certain that I do,
but I hnve got to do it."
argument even If it doesn't convince.

Why should you follow

a crooked path ?
Often a cowpath has been allowed to become
a village street, and as the village expanded,
tradition has made the winding way an expression of a cow's will.
Habit is always forging chains to enslave us,
so that what has been found bearable by the
fathers is accepted by the sons.
Mother put
Who cannot recall the coffee-pon the stove early in the morning, warning us
not to let it boil over?
As children, we were not permitted to drink
tea or coffee, because it would stunt our growth
or make us nervous and irritable. When older,
however, we craved a hot drink with meals, and
custom gave us our tea or coffee.
Finally upon the instructions of the doctor,
Mother gave up her tea and coffee. But that
meant nothing in our young lives. Our vitality
was then strong enough to throw off any ill effects.
But our time came, and we learned by experience that we could not drink tea or coffee.
When we had it for breakfast it put our nerves
on edge. When we drank it at the evening meal,
we tossed about in wakefulness most of the night.
And then we found Postum, a pure cereal
beverage, free from the harmful drug, caffeine, in
tea and coffee. We liked the rich, satisfying flavor
of Postum and also the better health which resulted. And, too, we were surprised to find how
many of our neighbors had made the same discoveryhad learned the value of "health first."
ot

Postum comes in two forms: Instsnt Postum (In tins)
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boilingfor 20 minutes. Sold by all grocer J.

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"
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The Reserve Advocate
Cicely's Mud
Romance
By MARTHA MAC WILLIAMS
(9, 1M1.

by

MoOlar

Ntwipapw Syndicate.)

It Is bard to find yourself forced to
choose between ruining your best glrl'i
car.
amiability or your brand-neUnion's heart sank aa be realized the
Imperative fact Olcely'a mind wa
aet on going tQ the golf tournament
by the road that ran past Baukbush,
where abode her dearest enemies
and he knew actually by yesterday's
was unfit for
experience that the road
'
any civilized tires te press. Storm
water bad channeled It deeply, ripping np the surfacing and laying bare
big bowlders left carelessly in the bed.
Further the ditches were quagmires,
crawling In stretches with sticky mud.
In other stretches utterly stagnant and
flooding the road surface, If surface It
could be called. Yet when be bad
tried to tell Cicely all about it she
had sniffed, and said, looking straight
ahead : "I've beard you say often a
real chauffeur could go wherever be
bad a mind, unless It were up a brick
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neighbor admired Its appearance, but
couldn't leave the pleasure unalloyed.
pus, with Cicely beside him at her
"It's an oil pumper," he said.
queenllest best. To get there drab- "Friend of mine has one and he's albled, limping, maybe too late for
ways having trouble with It Hope
would be a blow, but noth- you don't"
ing compared to the risk. Suppose
There Is only one way to acquire
there should be danger anything happiness in your - possessions.
Enmight happen with, the road surface joy them and admire them yourself.
stuck
wholly unknown! Suppose they
He who expects to own anything which
past moving and bad to wade out his neighbor will praise wholly is cherthrough mud mldleg deepl Suppose ishing a forlorn hope. Detroit Free
also skidding, blowouts all the worst Press.
But
In the auto calendar of barmsT
Cicely bad decreed the way past
Banksbusb, so he headed Into It, his
in a Name?
teeth set, his heart pumping like a
Br MILDRED MARSHALL

Mercantile Co

"What's

Roads, eke women, are full of guile.
This special road bad nothing worse
than mudflakes all through the first
A quarter more and Banks-bus- h
mile.
would be past Linton breathed
freer, notwithstanding he knew the
worst was to come. A hundred yards
further en the washouts bad bared
wall."
many sharp-angle- d
bowlders, to get
The brick wall might be safer, eke past which he must dare the clay
easier, Linton bad thought, but bad ooze spread by a choked dttcb. One
Affairs betwixt
not dared to say.
ditch bank was mushy, the other reahim and bis sweetheart were In a sonably firm. It might bold up unhair-triggstate. He had a bated ri- der a crawling car but here the need
valtwo of them indeed, also the ri was not caution but power. So he
muttered.
vals were ahead of him in the good braced
himself firmly,
graces of Mrs. Gray, Cicely's widowed "Hold bard!" to Cicely and set his
To his
mother. As an offset, both were so beauty car straight at It.
g
had amazement the vehicle shot through
near to poverty their
always been careful, not to say thrifty. the earthy welter as though mud were
beneath consideration. He would cerNobody could say they bad made heroic efforts to "love where money tainly have made it but for the dog,
Lulu's pet fox terrier, which dashed
was."
Cicely had scads of it worse luck ahead of them barking furiously, stuck
for Linton unintentionally he was fifst was half burled in sheeted mud
well nigh as rich as she. It was bard thrown off by the wheels that stopped
work living down his fortune he did dead two Inches from Its quivering
not despise money In the least but body.
Lulu upon the lawn saw everything
oh, bow he bated what Its possession
wrought In half those he encountered. and began crying, wringing hands, saySupple fawnlngs, flattery absolutely ing: "Brute! oh, you brute I" Sophie
ran down from the piazza between
maskbarefaced or pseudo-roughneing as Independence were bard to en-- the two brilliant paupers, all talking
at once, and berating the heartless
motorist
"Why, It's Mr. Linton. And Cicely
with him," Sophie cried hurriedly, pre
tending te recognize the luckless pair.
"What can we do to help? Send for
an airplane. That looks to be the
only way of getting you out."
'Thank you fer nothing," Linton
shouted back as be climbed from the
car, sank almost thigh deep In the
ooze, seized the terrier's head, held
it up, and tried to unearth the body.
Cicely called to her sometime wooers,
Tou
"Why don't you come help?
won't drown, being taller than poor
Gyp."

"Because I won't let them," Sopble
taunted. "We are going to the coun
try club In a little while. The other
road Is quite passable they've been
working on it since daylight. Tou
were foolish te venture the way you
did. I'll ask father to send a stableman to dig you out. I'd love to take
you with us, Cicely, If there was only
a way ef getting you out fit to be

Factf about your nime:ifihistorr: meaning; whence It wai derived; Ignifictncej
your lucky day and lucky Jewel.

DORIS.
etymologists
THOUGHconnect
Doris

"Never mind me, I'll get myself
oat" Cicely cried, flinging off hat,
gloves, dust cloak, even her dainty
pumps. Thus stripped for action she
bent far down, slipped her hands under the dog's head, and held It while
Linton worked furiously freeing the
poor creature. "Don't mind anything,
Ha Would Certainly Have Mad It but Just so w save
him," she said to Linfor the Dog.
ton. Td be haunted always by his
If we left him to smother,"
dure. He got all those things from eyes
The stableman came so laggardly
men of sorts; but enduring them was
he found two rumpled and out of
less Irritant than the knowledge that
breath young people scraping mud
men and women be would have cared
from a shivering terrier, yet taking
to make friends with passed by on the
time between scrapes te smile at each
tber side, In fear of being ranked
other. They gave the rescued animal
with the fawners.
cheerfully to his owner's representaCicely ignored her money, anybody's tive,
after
yet. Cicely said,
money, In a way that approached nigh him: "I'd love to kiss looking
Gyp. But for
art. It was Indeed almost her greathim I'd never have known bow
est charm.
Further, she chose her a man could be, Tou never once good
even
friends as Mrs. Primrose did her wed- looked at me. ATI
fault I You
your
for
would
ding gown,
qualities that
deserve a reward. What shall It be?
wear well.
Witness the McGralne A new car or
something else?"
twins and their blind father real genLinton grinned.
"Something else,
tlefolk with barely enough to live on.
please ma'am," he said, "a piece of
But In choosing enemies she was reckblessed willfulness sure to make life
less otherwise she would not have
been so high and haughty with the Interesting."
Bankses each and several, who, at
WHY DESTROY OTHERS' J0Y7
first eager to kowtow to her, now
missed no chance of serving her III.
Ask Yourself If Any One Really Loves
They bad come near to separating her
the Person Who Persistently
from Linton. With two daughters out
Spreads Qloom.
and two others crowding their elders,
the Bankses, pater and mater, felt It
Ordinarily this should be a cheerthe part of social duty to let no rich
ful world to live in, but sometimes
man escape. Sopble, eldest of the
flock, bad been specially aimed at ' we have our doubts. Since happiness
Linton. She might possibly have hit is merely a state ef mind, the neighbors insist on crowding into the other
the mark had she been less obviously
thrown at his head. Lulu, younger fellow's state without passports or
and leas aggressive, had for a while right ef entry.
He had Just bought a new car and
been near turning the trick. Linton,
sore and angry with Mamma Gray, was proud and happy in Its possession.
"Oh," said a neighbor, as he drove
Jealous Inevitably of the brilliant pau-- 1
pers forever In Cicely's train, had up. "Bought one of those, eh? Well,
roused to his danger barely In time Just watch out for axle trouble. It's a
to escape the tolls and then only at pretty good motor, but I understand
the axles are going bad all the time.
the price of wintering In Egypt.
Hence be understood and, after a You'll be lucky If you escape."
Here was Joy nipped in the bud.
sort, sympathized with Cicely's
to flaunt him In Banks faces, ' The man had dreamed of buying that
roads to the contrary notwlthstand- - car for months; It was his own selection among many and he was pleased
lng. The price of the car didn't mat- - j
ter it was tne venicie uaeir. lie bad with his choice. In all the time he
had been riding in cars of that make
had It built to order, putting In several features specially designed for he had never heard a hint of axle
trouble.
Henceforth he was never to
Cicely's pleasure, also for setting off
her charms. He had been days pic- be free from the dread of It The car
might last for years without a break,
turing their arrival at the country but
to the end of Its day he'd be
club. All their world would be there
for the final golf fixtures. He wanted looking for the time when that rear
axle would collapse.
to roll up, spotless, noiseless, sitting
Brown came In. with
aa
serene
from
and
god
Olym
high

not

do

with

Is now prepared to supply every need
of the ranchman, the farmer or the
town dweller and our prices on every
article in our immense stock are as

Dor-

othy, and some believe that she
Is merely a modern version of n feminine fancy for a name a trifle out of
the ordinary, It Is Impossible to believe that her source wus not identical
with Dorothea and that strange but
correct reversal Theodora.
Such being the case, Doris conies
from one of the early Christian Greek
St. Tliekla
names, notably Tholtla.
was said to hnve been a disciple of
St. Haul and to have been exposed to
Hons at Antloch, Instead of tearing
her to pieces, they crouched at her
feet, but nertheless she was considered the first virgin martyr, and no
higher praise Is possible for a woman than to compare h&r to St. Tliekla.
From Tliekla cume the French
Tecln and then through the Etisteni
church, Theodora, signifying "divine
gift," and, much Inter, the Incorrect

Dorothea.
There have Been two St. Theodoras,
one a virgin martyr and the other a
Greek empress.
Masslnger composed a drama dealing with the story of St, Dorothea, the
maiden wlin sent the
Cappndoelan
roRes of paradise by angelic hands as
testimony of the Joys of heaven. It Is
needless to go Into the growth of
Dorothea, followed hy Dorothy, Polly,
Dora, and Dorlndn. Her contractions,
elaborations and diminutives are legion, but unfortunately history does
not record
what first enterprising
mother named her baby Doris, though
the name is almost as popular as DorEven
othy In England and America.
Germany uses It. France alone finds
It too harsh for her tongue nnd prefers the softer Dorette and Dorallce.
The tallsinnnle stone assigned to
Doris Is the agate, which gives her
courage, guards her from danger and
Is also said to be a cure for Insnnlty
the
If worn as a pendant around
throat, Friday Is Doris,' lucky day
and 5 her lucky number,

low as in the larger cities, while the
Quality of each article is of the Best
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that other world
all of us look for-

ward to.
In which a pure felicity
Awaits the spirit true,
Whatever be the nature
golden realm of wondrous

The Reserve Advocate

bliss,

"Its sure that Honor,
Love,

Cheer,

and

Make Paradise of this.
(Copyright.)
-- 0-

Average Intelligence Low.
On a blsls of tests made on 1,500,000
soldiers, 500 school children, 500 delinquent boys nnd 250 feeble-mindeIndividuals, a writer In the Journal of
Applied Psychology states that the average mental age of adults Is only
thirteen years. This means that the
boy, though
average thirteen-year-olof course he does not know nearly so
much as the average grown man, Is
his equal In intelligence.
d

my frien Tony, who
weeth General reran for
longa time, gotta home.
Tree,
four day after he reacha deesa country
he flnda Job een da railroad shop.
Other day he tella me een da letter he
gotta plenta trouble.
Tony say dat shop be worla een go
on da strike and he olmoatn losa da
Job. He say preety soon after he coma
dat place da beezness agent for da

LAKA

uiont

union show up.
Dat guy tella my frlen he gotta
Jotnu da union, lie say da union was
gonna make da closed shop een dat

place. But Tony was sure sniarta guy.
He say he no standi! for dat. Tony
tella da beezness agent come round
next weenter and he joina da union.
But dat guy say nexn weenter too
longa time gotta Join a lieem now. He
say was gonna maka da closed shop
en tree, four day.
So my frlen tella da beezness agent
He
go Jumpa da lake or somatlng.
say eef wanta heem Joina da union
next weenter so can maka da closed
shop ees alia right, but he no Ilka dat

tnnde of twisted smaller cables. It
LEGAL NOTICE
was not till the Middle Ages that
became general. The first
In America was located
Notice Is here given to Louis GraIn Boston. John Harrison was the pro
mas and any person or persons qjalra
prletor.
ing title from him to any portion of
(Copyrifht.)
'
o
the Grand Central Mining Claim situated In the Cooney Mining District,
FOR MONEY
Catron County, New Mexico, that the
She: You undersigned exepended the full sura
once said I apof $100.00 on said claim in Novempealed to you
ber 1920, in performing the annual
the first time
now.
assessment work for 1920 and duly
you saw me.
Tony tella me een dn letter closed
He: Yes, and
recorded a Proof of Labor thereof.
shop ees all right een weenter time for
since I married
If, within 90 days from date of the
keepa warm. But rlghta now be say
you, you're alees no good. He tella me da shop ees
first publication of this notice you
ways appealing
open now and ees too hot yet for feela
fail to pay me, at address below your
to ms.
good. He say everybody go seeck eef
one-ha- lt
of said expenditure your Inclose da shop now,
In said claim will become the
terest
nlln
I tlnk Tony ees sure smarts guy
property of the undersigned, accorProved It.
right.
"Where is your friend Seatterwlta ding to the Statutes In such case
Wot you tlnk?
(Copyright.)
going in such a hurry?" "To attend made and provided.
O
a seance given by a noted spiritualist."
Geo. A. Durborow,
"He's crnsy," "I agree with you.
Mogollon, N. M.
He told me he had a date with Helen
First Publication Sept. 10, 1921.
of Troy."

Hdw

"

HfSbrted
ROPE.

art of twisting cords to make
cords Is very ancient.
In 480 B. C. we read of Xerxes
building, a. hrldge with, heuvj. cnhlej

THE

"rope-walk-

8oms Delay Evident
'What did you say your age wns?"
he remarked between dances,
"Well, I didn't say," returned the

girl, smartly, "but I've Just reached
21."
"Is that so?" he returned, consol
Ingly. "What detained you?" Stray
Stories

CHAMBER OP COMMERCE
A,
W,
C.

Kiehne, Pres.
J. Jones,
W. Harper, Secy.
V.-Pr-

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

THE

UNIVERSAL CA&

Ford Prices
Drop

y

PrloM

F. 0. B.
Detroit.

Touring, Standard

$355.00

Touring, self starter and Demountable Rims

450.00

Runabout, Standard

325.00

Runabout,

er

and Demountable Rims

420.00

Sedan,

Self-Start- er

and Demountable Rims

660.00

Coupt,

Self-Start- er

and Demountable Rims

595.00

Truck, Pneumatic Equipment

445.00

Ocean to Ocean Garage Co.
Incorporated

Magdalena, New Mexico

It

is

self-evide-nt

FORECLOSURE
SALE
WHEKEAS by that final decree
made and entered en the 13th day of
September 1921, in the United States
Court for the District of New Mexico
in Equity cause No. 833, wherein Anno
E. McKay Is plaintiff and tha Albert
Development company, a corporation is
defendant, W, U. Walton was appointed Special Master of Raid court to se'.l
the real and personal property in said
final de ree, and hereinafter described
to pay Indebtedness or Jj7,328.57, together with 10 per cent attorney's feo
thereon, amounting to (5,732.85, due
from said defendant to said p'.alntiff,
together wl.h interest from said 13th
day if September, 1921, upon the total
sum. cf $63,061.42 at 6 per cent per
annum unt.t paid, which indeutcdr.esrt
wa
by said court adjudged to bo a
pe. ty under the provisions of a certal.i
lein upon said real and personal
executed and delivered by
the defendant to the plaintiff, dated
January 18th, 1916, and recorded January 31, 1916, in Volumn S5 of Morty
Co
gage Records, pages 284
of Socorro, New Mexico, wbich
mortgage was by said court adjudged
to be forclosed, and all of said real
and personal property being situate in
the Cooney Mining District, formerly
Socorro, now Catron County, New Mex

I

Your Winter Supplies
Should be purchased now

We have everything you need

It's only a short ,trip to our

ln-t-

ThM

Self-Start-

NEW MEXICO

that the people

of Catron county, the new
division of the state of New
sub-

Mexico, will want to know what
is going on in the new county.
This paper will publish all official

news in English and Spanish,
besides all local news of interest
both the county and State. We
want every one interested in the

new county to

Subscribe Now
FOR THE

Reserve Advocate
With your help we can make
the paper what it should be and
give you a paper you will enjoy
We want a solicitor who will

canvass the entire county and
it will prove profitable to any
one who takes up the offer and
devotes any time to the work
You do not want to miss an
issue af the paper. Address all
communications to the

ADVOCATE, Reserve, New Mexico

Store, but it is a money

Saving trip for you

ico.
NOW THEREFORE as such Special
Master I will, at the hour of ten o'clock
a, m., on the 16th day of December,
1921 at the front door of the United
States postofflce building In the town
of Mogollon, Catron County, New Mex
Ico, sell at Public auction to the highest bidder, for cash in hand, the follow
Ing described real and personal
in said mortgage and final
decree described, reference thereto being here had for a more particular
t:
The "IDA
description thereof,
MAY" Lode Mining Claim, a patented
mine, containing 13.192 acres, and designated by the Surveyor General of
New Mexico as Mineral Survey No.
1372; The 'INDEPENDENCE', 'ANACONDA",
"COMET'f,
"UNION",
'DON'T CARE", "NEW
CHUM",

"CRESCENT", "THURSDAY" and
"WOLFTONE" Lode Mining claims
being a group of patented mining cia
ims designated by the Surveyor General of New Mexico as Mineral Survey No. 1558; Tho "GOOD HOV1"'
Mining Claim being a patented min
acres,
ing claim containing 20.544
more or less, and designated by the
Surveyor General of New . Mexico as
mineral Survey No. 1383; the "GOOD
HOPE"No 2 Lode Mining Claim, boun
ded with corners marked with rock set
In the ground with mound of stone
along side; beginning at corner No. 1
from which tho M corner on S. Line
of Sec. 28, Tp. 10 S R 19 V. N. M.
I'. M., lino N. S9 def'ecs E0 minutes E.
2097.1 feet distant, running thence S.
38 degrees, 32 minute W. COO feet to
corner No. 2, thenco S. 53 degrees, 29
minutes E. 16n) feet to corner No, 3
thenco N. 36 degrees, 32 minutes E.
fino feet to comer No. 4, thence 53 degrees, 2S minutes W. 1600 feet to corner No. 1; The "WOLFTONE" Miil-si- o
bou ided; beginning at corner No.
1 from which the
'i corner on S, line

Baldwin Bros.
NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

IIIXXTIIIIirillllXXXIIIXISZZIIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXIP

If you are ailing
You want Pure Drugs
!
And that

is

what you will always find at this Drug

Our drugs arc pure, fresh, and everything
vcu need is carried in stock.
Store.

We also have a full line of patent medicines,, Toilet
Articles, Stationery, and everything usually found
in an up to date Pharmacy.

GAUNT'S PHARMACY, RESERVE

of Sec. 28, Tp. 10 S, R. 19 W., N. M. P.
M. lie! S. 8 degrees, 09 minutes E.
6920.8 feet distant, thenco S. 76 degrees 65 minutes E. 4:2.72 feet to corner .Mo. 2, thence S. 20 degrees, 02
mint tea W. 4S2.35 feet to corner No.
3, tl ence N. 76 degrees, C3 minutes W.
452 72 feet to corner No. 4. thence N.
20 Jegrees, 02 minutes E. 462.35 feet to
corner No. 1; all right, title. Interest
claim and estate of tho Alberta Development Company in the "ISA-BELLLodo Mining Claim held by
said Company under option in writing, subject to the performance of annual assessment work, and described
as follows: Beginning at a monument of stones erected at the paint

of discovery, being the Initial monument upon which notice of location
was posted, running thence along the
vein 1,500 feet to a monument of
stones, being the West end center of
the claim, thence Northerly 300 feet
to a monument of stones being the
Northwest corner, thence 1,600 feet to
a monument of stones, being the
Northeast corner of claim, thence 300
feet to a monument of stones, being
the East and center, thence 300 feet to
a moiAiment of stones, being the
Southeast corner, thence 1,500 feet to
the Southwest corner, thence 300 back
to West end center, which makes enclosure. The discovery shaft upon
this claim is about 20 feet in a westerly direction from the Initial monument upon the claim. The claim lies
about three quarters of a mile from
Mogollon, Northwesterly and is located on the divide between Silver and
Mineral creeks and Joins the Anaconda
Mine on the West; also all of the mill
hoisting plant and machinery, tools,
supplies and equipment and persona'
property of said Albert Development
Company situate on or appurtenant to
said mining premises, or wheresoever
situate, at the date of said mongag.
or thereafter acquired; Tocethor with
all the mining and corporato rights
privileges, immunities, franchise1! am"
options of said Alberta Development
Company.
The plaintiff or other ho'dor of the
judgment debt In said cauna may become a purchaser at said sale and
apply the Judgment debt, Drotnnto, In

Inc

ABB ALEXANDER,

A. KIEIINE, President.
"'

J.

H. GAUNT,

Vice-Pre- s.

Cashier

RESERVE STATE BANK

Capital and Surplus

$35,000.00

of the new county.
Respectfully solicit the business of residents
customers conour
extended
accommodation
Every courtesy and
methods.
conservative
banking
sistent with safe,

liquidation of any bid mado by her,
him or them; ; all other bidders must,
jeforo bidding at said sale, deposit
,vith the Special Master In cash, or
certified check the sum of $5000.00
is a pr.arantee of good faith, deposit
d
made by successful bidder to be
made
and
bid,
his
deposits
upon
oy upsuccsKrul bidders to be returned
;o tho depositor. The preniteea and per
aonal property to bo sold in one parcel
xnd aa a viiole

Address
First publication
P. O.

W. B. "WATON,
Special Master,
Silver City, N. M.
r

5,

1921

We are asked to state that Probate
Jiron, of Catron county, will
hold a term of court at Reserve on
Monday, November 7th. all parties
having business before the court will
appear on that date.

Judse

(From Magdalena News)
Mrs. J. M. Baker and son Mr. Don
Baker returned from a trip to their
Datll ranches, lastWednesday evening.

II. Douglas left November 1st for
trip to the Tularosa, Reserve
and Lur.a sections.
A.

a

ADVOnATR. ft'PSEn'.VE.

TIT!

Mfeniwv to Sanfc
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"Porter!

A

A COATED TONGUE?

ROAD

Ife

What

Via,

TREES

X AA

Some papers, please, and turn on that fan."

PLANTED

by th United State
of Agriculture. )

Dprtment

One of the characters in an early-daAmerican romance of the time
when the "stamp act" was causing nil
kinds of trouble is recorded as declarbe a
ing that New York never would
real business city because Broadway
and Muldeil Lane were lined with
,
trees. The Van Vrooms, the Stuyvc-suntsthe Artuvelts, and other early
settlers of the country saved fine trees
ulmut their homes, on the village
greens, along the country roads, und
Hut one will see no
lu the fields.
trees nowadays on Broadway, and
Maiden Lane lias been transformed
red
from the pleasant,
gar-Jen- s
gion of I Mitch homes with flower
Into Hie busiest wholesale jewelthe
ry district in America, if not in
world.
Beauty and comfort gave way to the
nroutls of commerce, not only in New
York but in most of America's great
busicities, so that today trees in a
ness street are a rare sight. There
villages In New Kng-land- ;
are

!

Wagh ! Tighten tip yer f allocs and fergil yer faivfaraw.
Or yer wheels trill chunk with wedges fore ye hit the Arkansaw,

Call yer wagons Conrslogas, I'itlsburghs, Dearborns, if ye like,
Jltil they'll all be thunderin' nameless past the Independence pike;
stretch yer canvas tills above,
('til new uric-treI'ick yer man ye want elected capilan al Council Grove;
stretchin' out o' here today,
i'v'ry cuon's his wagon-mastJtut the rapt tan is some from Council Grove to Santa he;
li'itt up on Missouri pu'nkins while there's punkins here to eat,
when yer out among the meat,
Fer yer teeth can fetch up
And it's ten of coffee, fifty flour, (hat ev'ry nigger's lakin',
And it's twenty pounds of sugar and it's fifty more of bacon.
And calico and lead and drillin' that he's cartin' through,
With beaver peltries brinyin upward six dollars a plew;
Catch tip! All's set! Stretchout! An' hep the cavayard away.
I'.ighl hundred miles ft layin' on the road to Simla Fe.
er

re

maple-shade- d

"

"

ts

STREETS

In Congested Centers They Have Been
Sacrificed to Alleged Interests
of Business.
(Frapn-e-

Vacuum bottle, both palm beaches, 'Age of Innocence.'
Three decks, my little organdy, kodak.
ninshic.
Even your old back-spi- n
Can't tell what I've forgotten till we've started.
if they don't treat Kourbon right
Never can
Dear old pup! He knew' we were going, didn't he?"
these awful staterooms!"
"Oh
'board !"

"Now I know.
I forgot all my adorable pink silk ones, and my bead bag.
And the opera glasses, I should have told Ingebord
"Never mind, dear; this isn't our honeymoon.
See those things out there?
make cuttle drunk.
They're silos
Hot as the devil, isn't it? Thero, how's that ?"
"Last call fo' dinnah in the dinin' cyah,
Three cyahs fo'wa'd."
"Oo! Ice cream ! I hope it's in those wet, cold slices.
of tan and strawberry marble, nice
Sort of like cross-cu-

IN

slick as shootin on the run,
WiiyU! Made, the. bank
An' we're miles from Independence and another day is done.
So lay down lazy on yer old apishamore mat.
And smell the. cherries boilin' in lite yeller baffler fat.

villi the grain and drink yer hot horns full;
fleece-flap- s
Tonight we're munc.hin' boudins from the belly of a bull.
And there's hump-rib- s
past all Main' and there's beaver tails to cat,
And the rullin herd is under and the madre's makin' meal.
Kaws? l'atrnees?" Arapakoes?
Yer sinjiu signs? Osage-?she's got cactus in her nose.
Wagh ! Thai's the old mulera
e
Hut. if yer sure they're com in' some and all
fer hair,
Fer comfort get yer tncklin with a scalier gun to spare,
don't spill yer caps,
And lake an exlry wipin stick and flint
And lay along the slakin' ground and shoot a few, perhaps.
The rest of us ain't skinnin' eyes, we're ridin tired a heap,
And if the devils drop around to rub us out asleep,
Just big vs up in baffler whang and cart us home and say
Thai we failed at quittin' arrows and fell short of Santa Fe.

And cul yer

half-froz-

towns

In

New-Yor-

anil the Ohio valley, and there
streets to be seen in the
are oak-tre- e
southeastern states, but for the most
part this refers only to small towns
or cities never to the congested centers of population where they should
been
have
preserved. Washington,
the national capital, is one of the exceptions, and even there the plantings
were not always wisely arranged.
The tree growth in the streets of
the average American town or city is
nigged and unkempt in appearance,
while that of the suburb or small village often Is not much better, unless
the planting hits been (lone under municipal control, and the plantings on
a street have been confined to a single kind of tree. The telegraph, the
telephone, the electric light, and the
totrolley cur have added their share
ward the niutilatloifor destruction of
the good trees that were In existence
nt the time of their coming.
Faulty methods of pruning have
caused disfigurement and ruin. ''Success follows the careful planting of
good trees which are given adequate

!

look

at it!

Wonder what makes a train seem to slip backward
When it stops?"
"That brushing did you a lot of good, I" 11 sav.
See all the flivvers!
The porter says some of the cowboys are coining back
Now that the movies are closing down."

!

trap-sac-

k

iM1
Los Carros!
Los Americanos!

La entrada de la caravana!
Bravo
!

Text

.

from New York

Buddhist Bible.

M
I.Uuiir. nttout a IiiiikIiviI nilles
to ilie east of Ilntan),', In Tilot, wliere
tli.-iIs n larce iRtimsery, "ml In the
miles
li.iui.scrv of Derfe'e, ul.ont 2K
l,ove !'.ntHng, In the Yangtze valley,
Is an
print Iiik f religions books
lihlustrv of Importance. The Knnjnr,
which is the Ituddhlst bible, and the

il.

comprls-liiTunjiir. Its commentary, each In the
H
volumes, are printed
which
two lamaseries from blocks on

carved. The blocks
characters
occupy ninny large rooms and the
printing of one set requires the work
In
nf many men for many days.
I.itnns, until recently, there was a
copy of the Tnnjur which was written
out by hnnd In gold and silver. The
paper had first been lacquered with
The gold and silver
Chinese Ink.
fluids In which the characters were
written were made by rubbing the
precious metals on a rough stone and
mixing the powder with glue water. It
was destroyed a few years ago by
are

9

Chinese soldiers who understood
ing of Its vnlue.

noth-

Heated Winds.
An Intensely dry, hot wind called the
"zonda," which blows down from the
Andes upon the plains of Argentina,
was formerly thought to owe Its heat
It Is really a "foehn,"
to volcanoes.
such as occurs In Switzerland and
mountainous countries,
many
where winds, robbed of their moisture
In crossing the mountain, are heated
by compression during their descent.
other

D. C.

Material From Mexico.
Sixty per cent of all the asphaltlc
materials used In the United States
for road building is Imported from
Mexico.
Money for Lincoln Highway,
total of $31,384,520 has been spent
for Improving the Lincoln Highway
during the past seven years.
A

KODAK

ADO

Oianr rktte

KASTIIAX

Who Were

CSI.

0WAV

KODAK

MNtlNIKQ.

The

Mitirlilt Umnn.

COMPANY.

Street, Denver, Colorado.

Semi

paid
CO.,

fer

11.00

timpU,

rnr
turret
Mirkrt fits., Ospfer.

intnnd

21st

post
Colo.

HKAUT PAHI.OKS.
MAIICKI. WAVING We lead in this as
all other linen. Charles Hair & Beauty
Colo.
Shop, 410 16th St..
rLOWKB.1,
IVI.OH'KMM

I'arlc FIoirI Co..
DIAMONDS

Al.l.

1S4S

OCCASIONS.
Tlroarlway.

AND

WATCHES.

I'Olt

JRWRI.KY

N

CO.

Dia-

monds, watches, silverware. Out towa
ordern careful attention. Ent. 1873.
PLKATINU AND

BUTTONS.

CO.
THB NKW YOKK PLEATING
buttons sad but-

fat

ton

bast
boles.

plMtlnf, bemititchlitf. cowed
152S Smut. Deoltr. Colt.
Write tor ntilof.

DEPARTMENT

INFORMATION

Inquiries answered and
Information Kladlr furnished TiKhout
eost. Address any firm above.

t'omsnerelul

vices.

Four Dead From Fumigating Gas.
Three women and one
Cleveland.
man were found dead In an east entl
apartment buildliiK here, the victims,

Mark Twain's
Corncob Starters?

police saj', of asphyxiation, caused by
fumigating gas. They hnd been dead
apparently for twelve hours. According to the authorities, fumigation was
stinted in n restaurant which occupies
the first and second floors of the
The gas is believed to have
building.
seeped through the floors and up a"
dumb waiter connecting the upper sto-

Mark Twain's favorite) pipe was a
corncob. Perhaps you've never heard
how his new corncobs were broken in.
He said: "I get a cheap man a
man who doesn t amount to much
anyhow, who would be as well, or better, dead and pay him a dollar to
break in the pipe for me. I get him to
smoke the pipe for a couple ot weeks,
then put in a new stem, and continue
operations as long as the pipe holds

ries and caught tho tenants without
winning.

Some Lose; Some Don't.
York. Sorrow Invaded the
ranks of half n hundred New York fat
women, attempting to reduce through
scientific training. Two had grown
New

k.

fatter.

Spaniards Take Mount Arruit.
Minister of War Cirva announced that Mount Arruit hnd been
occupied without losses. The troops,
however, found the bodies of 800 Spanish soldiers killed when the position
was captured by the Moors. Two hundred dead horses also were found. The
Spanish warship Catnluna has gone to
Lisbon to safeguard Spunlsh Interests
there.
Communication with Portugal
is difficult, although some trains are
running.

regular Edge-worsmokers
in a big majorcases.
of
ity
We promise
not to publish
their letters, no

th

matter how well they speak of
no matter how good are the
smokers' stories they tell us about
Mark Twain and others unless the
writers happen to say that they are
willing to nave said letters published.
We ve heard twite a number of good
stories about pipe smokers, but there
must be a lot we haven't heard.
You may know some stories that
others would enjoy reading in this

Edge-wort- h,

Probably they're worth samples of
Edgeworth in both forms Plug Slice
end
In any case, we'll send you samples,
whether you have a good story to tell
us or not.
Edgeworth Plug Slice is shaped into
flat, oblong cakes.
Through these
cakes keen knives are run that cut
them into thin slices. In its box it appears a solid cake, but each slice separates easily from the cake and when
rubbed between the hands furnishes
an average pipeload.
is exEdgeworth
actly the same as Plug Slice, except
before
that it is rubbed up
packing.
Both kinds pack so well that they
to the
burn
and
evenly
light quickly
bottom of your pipe.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
auit the needs and means of all purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
are
d
and Edgeworth
packages,
packed in small, pocket-siz- e
in handsome tin humidors, and glass
jars, and also in various handy
quantities.
We will send you samples of both
kinds, postpaid.
Address Larus & Brother Company,
41 South 21st Street, Richmond, Va.
If
To Retail Tobacco Merchants
with
your jobber cannot supply you ComEdgeworth, Larus & Brother
prepaid by
pany will gladly -send you
n
carton
parcel post a one- or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
for the same price you
would pay the jobber.
Ready-Rubbe-

.

'

d.

Ready-Rubb-

Ready-Rubbe-

two-doze-

a

vnmtnnc

To

sell an article used In erery

In smaU wwna and rural
AlwlMmfln home
communities. Quick sales and
rsJXWK'
liberal proflt. 8'at; Me and experience. Boud

Lighting Co.,

67

8. Laflln St., Chicago, IU.

of the reducing

t

Madrid.

a little more
Edgeworth. It
seems to make

column.

Forty-eigh-

clnss visited the scales nnd rejoiced
they showed an average loss in seven
days of six pounds, five ounces. But
Ada Parker screamed she was fatter
by two and a half pounds and now
d
weighs l'JC. Lillle Ice groaned.
at 177, she now weighs 179.

we guess we can
risk sending out

Ready-Rubb-

Important Road.
The most Important piece of road to
build is that piece that runs from
your farm to town.
Most

USCO

Tampa In Bad Storm.
Fla. The business
Jacksonville,
If you need a medicine, you should
have the beat. On sale at all drug stores section of Tampa was prncticully
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
flooded under three feet of water as a
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr. result of the gulf storm, according to
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a advices over crippled transmission
sample bottle. When Writing be sure and lilies. Xo loss of life has been remention this paper Advertisement.
ported, hut Industry is at a standstill.
The entire west const of Florida Is
No Show for Him.
effects of the storm and
"Is your husband much of a talker?" feeling the
is virtually Isolated insofar as comlilm
1 can't sny.
I
never
gave
"Really.
munication Ir concerned. Tampa is
chance enough to determine."
without HkIiI, telegraph, telephone or
slreet cur service, uccording to ad-

Narrow Upright Troes (Lombardy
Poplars) on a Narrow Street in
Washington, D. C.

"So this is Santa Fe
Look at this skirt, my dear;

IN

ConipltU iDferMsllun.

125

62fi Blxteenth

1

protection and timely attention," says
Planting and
Farmers' Bulletin
Cure of Street Trees, Just issued by
the United States Department of Agtree should be
riculture. "Kvery
trained to its proper form while
young, so thut severe pruning will not
be necessary later.. Guards are neces
sary, too, for several years.
"To the mutilation of severe pruning has been ndiled ttie destruction of
many trees In centers of business because they excluded a little light, or
made the store less prominent, or
were somewhat in the way of using
the sidewalk for merchandise."
The bulletin Insists that providing
shade on city streets is as much a
municipal function as providing lights
or sidewalks and should, therefore, be
cared for by public officials. Probably the most efficient way of arranging for proper supervision, It says, is
of
tlu'oiigh tin unpuid commission
three or five members which in turn
employs an executive officer. Methods of organization ars described, and
numerous illustrations show how trees
.should be planted. There are chapters also describing pruning, spraying,
transplanting, and other subjects of
importance to every town or city
whether it has trees or wishes to have
them. The bulletin may he had free
upon application to the Division of
Publications, United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington,

SCST

THE
for

KODAKS

You naturally feel secure when you
know that the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of purity, strength
and excellence is maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-Root- .
It is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in
teaspoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It i: nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t.

mail-des-

lick-in-

Ui

tt

KODAK SUPPMUS.

We wonder how many, if any, of
Mark Twain's corncob starters are
alive today.
If there ever were any, we don't believe that a great enough number survive to overwork our
We're going to send samples of
Edgeworth Tobacco to any who send
us their names and addresses.
We're not going to ask them to produce the stems as proof.
We put writers on their honor.
In fact, we're inclined to send samthat they
ples to all who write to us .L
Knew me graim
old American
humorist and
smoker.
He knew a lot
of people, but

gut-sho-

Slick tip yer possibles, and wash and comb yer hair,
A nd put a cracker on yer lash and snap it through the air;
Yo' hear the stallions squealin cause they know they're gellin thr ough,
A nil the oren sniff in' water spoutin al the rendezvous.
and sing out a good hurrah,
Tie up yer
Ifvp-aFer it's down the Alameda to the l'laza I'ubliea!
'There she. is
yonder dreamin lazy in the sun;
A ml we'll have a grand fanibmgo when the custom house is done;
And the. flirlin' se.noritus will be welcomin' the chance
Fer a sly buss in the prairie, and a partner in the dance,
Anil we'll count coups together and be lellin' them the way
How we put a million under just lo get to Sanla Fe.

Biy

together."

t.
nd once too weak to gear a dog, yer better off
but
it's
creek',
flamin'
Sand
dry,
over's
slinkin'
always
Ittdf
in
the
on
to
sicellin'
will
sky;
mirages
And yer tongue
yet
There's hauls o' men out there that died
prickly roots,
A nd
buffler bladders dry and chewin' parflesh boots;
A nd they say there's phantom oxen, with their yoke-irojinglin' on,
Appiari'n' while to pull yer through when all yer own are gone.
There's Itluckfeet and Gros Venires and Comanches, and there's Sioux,
All campin by the Cimarron to meet you when yer throvgh.
So fill yer keas and lauih it out., the stick floats either way.
Ili-y- a
for Santa Fe!
Catchup! All's set! Stretchout! And hep!

!

Writs

A Feeling of Security

to each one,
Wagh! Fill yer wagon wider kegs, five gallon
Fer here's a stretch of hell thai God left blazin' in the sun.
from Arkansaw to Cimarron is upward fifty mile,
And if ye hit a water scrape yell lay wolf meal a while;
'J'ico days if ye are pullin good, forever if yer not,

llep-n-

HOME
Ot THE COLE
AllMYi

COKKMI? AND SPICKS.

"Tin's terrible desert! What makes the air wabble that way?
I feel like Bourbon
I'm hot, dirty, sticky, groggy
no pep.'
When he tries to yawn and howl at the same time
see 'em
"You've been drinking too much ice water
Unloading all those dead hogs back there?
"
If they'd let them rest, then put wet dirt in the cars
!''
fan
turn
that
if
can't
See
me!
at
Look
you
"Hogs!
"Xo ; its screwed on."

A

RUSH HEIIVK'R secure It
payer wheat wrltlaa;

SPECIAL

yau aientlsa Ihl
firms below.

Formality Not Desired.
Adv. Suits .$25. Formally $40.
He need not put on any dog with
us. Boston Transcript.

Oil,

c -

It Means

A bad breath, coated tongue, bad taste
in the mouth, languor and debility, are
usually signs that the liver is out of order.
At such tunes one should take a pleasant
laxative. Such a one is made of May-appl- e,
leaves of aloe and put into ready-to-us- e
form by . Dr. Pierce, nearly fifty
years ago, and sold for 25 cents by all
druggists as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellet.
Ban Antonio, Texas "It gives me
pleasure to recommend Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Pellets as doing what they are
advertised to do. I have used them in my
family for nearly fifty years, with never-failin- g
Rev. John C. Groth,
success.
827 Denver Dlvd.

BUILDMG

"Ynss'm."
"Get me a paper, ye?, and a timetable."
"Yass'r, jus a minute. Bull."
"Oh, Lord, I ean"t tell ; let's see :

salt-so-

MF.XTOO '

NT.W

Cuba Cuts Expense.
Havana, Cuba. Budget reduction
has been approved by the House ot
ltepresentntlves. It voted to accept
the report of the mixed legislative
commission fixing government expenditures at approximately $48,000,000
for the current fiscal year. With various executive department authorizations the cost of government will be Increased to $60,000,000.
'

'

Townley Lose in Petition.
Washington. The Supremo Court
refused p. petition of A. C. Townley
and Joseph Gilbert, as president and
manager, respectively, of the Natlonnl
Nonpartisan League, for review of
their conviction before the Minnesota
courts on charges growing out ot
their alleged activities In opposition
to the nation's war activities.
Six Killed in Holdup.
Mexico
City. Six
persons were
killed, five were wounded and registered express packages vttiued nt 200,- 000 pesos were stolen when n hand of
twenty highwaymen held up n train at
At.cnpotnaleo, three miles northwest
of this city.

Settles Religious Question.
Springfield, III. Controversy over
the religious affiliations
of David
Lloyd George, prime minister of Great
Britain, who has been claimed by both
Disciples of Christ nnd Baptists, has
been settled by Lloyd George himself,
afler the manner of n Solomon, choos-- "
ing neither the one nor the oilier but
claiming tbem both. In n letter responding to a query, the prime minister wrote that he Is "a member of the
Disciples of Christ but attends jthe
Baptist chnnol "

v.
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This Lad Earned

Watch Your Kidneys!

That "bad back" is probably due to
Weak kidneya. It abowi in a dull,
throbbing backache or sharp twinges

All His Medals

wuea skuupiiix.
lou uavc ueauwuco,
too. dizzv sneils. a tired, nervous feel
ing and irregular kidney action. Don't
neglect it there is danger of dropsy,
gravel or Briiht's disease! Use Doan't
Kidney Pills. Thousands have saved
themselves more serious ailments by
the timely use of Doan't. Ask your

uruton,

taxi-

dermist Hnd shoemaker, 24 Main
Bt., Delta, Colo.,
says: "My back
was lame and
hurt me when I

WAS DECORATED

My kidneys were disor-

FOUR TIMES

stooped.

dered and the secretions unnatural, The drinking
of snow water
when I was in
the m o u n tains

Wins Distinguished Service Cross for
Extraordinary Bravery In Action,
Also Gets Croix ds Guerre and
Military Medal.

trouble on. I heard ot Doan's Kidney
Fills and tried them. Doan's benefited
me in every way and I haven't had
any symptoms of kidney trouble lor
a long time."
Cat Doaa'a at Any Stan, 60e alias

Omulm, Neb. Here's a veteran of
the World war who carries about all
the nieduls that could be crowded on

jrfjaftw
"
W3S?

C
ft

bv

briniht

DOAN'S

FOSTER. MILBURN

CO,

Hi In

VfJSV

BUFFALO. N. V.

Gone for Good.
said the great magician,
rolling up his sleeves to show Unit he
had no concealed mechanism to de
ceive the eyes, "I shall attempt my
"Now,"

experiment."
Taking from his pocket a half dollar he said: "I shall cause this coin
to disappear utterly."
So saying he loaned it to a friend.
never-fallin-

g

NAME

"BAYER" IS ON
GENUINE ASPIRIN

Take Tablets Without Fear, If
See the Safety "Bayer

You

Cros3."

If you want the true, world-famou- s
Aspirin, as prescribed by physicians for
over twenty-on- e
years, you must ask
for "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin."
The "Bayer Cross"

Is

stamped

on

East St. Louis, III. A copper
serpent, believed to have been
the object of worship by prehistoric Inhabitants, has been
found in a plowed field near.
.Monk's Miumd, the largest of
the Caholda group of Indian
mounds near here.
1'r. W, K. Mnoreliead, scientist, who Is directing excavation
on
work
the mounds, pronounced (he find important. He
snld only three oilier similar
serpents have been found in

Nebraska Youth Has Wonderfu the first three American boys killed
In the war.
Record of Heroic Deeds in
Awarded Four Medals.
' Carl
Lange received four medals
World War.

neighbor!

A ColoradoA. Case

Copper Serpent Found
Near Noted Monk's Mound

one brawny chest and the best part
of It Is that he actually earned every
one of them, lie Is Curl M. Lnnge ot
Hartington, Neb., and has the dis
tinction of being Nebraska's most decorated soldier.
Recently his state
awarded him the highest honor it
could bestow upon a soldier. He w
selected by the state commander ot
the American Legion to represent Ne
braska at the burial In Arlington cem
etery, Washington, on Armistice day,
of an unknown soldier, killed in
France.
Lange enlisted from Hartington,
April 17, 1917, just 13 days follow
ing declaration of war by President
Wilson.
He was one of 11 boys vol
unteering from that town and was
sixteen at that time.
He was assigned to Company B,
Second Machine Gun battalion of the
First division.
This unit 'embarked June 15 and
landed In France, June 20, 1917. It
was among the first 1,000 American
troops to enter the war zone.

and the French cord, awarded units
for gallantry. The following is the
list of medals and donors:
Distinguished Service Cross, awarded at Montnhaur, Germany, by Gen
eral Pershing, with the following citation: "Prlvute First Class, Carl M.
Lnnge, Co. IJ, second Machine Gun
battalion. (For extraordinary bravery
In action near Fleuvllle, France. See
ing that his first line was being held
by machine gun Are from the woods,
Private Lnnge, with another soldier.
voluntarily made his way through a
terrific barrage and entered the woods,
cleared out three machine guns, killing several of their crews and captured about twenty prisoners. Fulling In his attempt to communicate the
success of his mission to the attacking wave, he himself went buck and,
finding his officers had all become cas
ualties, assisted 1n the organization of
n small force and leading It to the
objective."
French Croix de Guerre, with palms.
designating a citation, awarded him
by General McGluughlln, commander
of the First division.
Medallle
Mllltaire, presented by
Marshal Petaln.
Medallle
Mllltaire received from
French government later through the
mall.

American

LT3
"fitter
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Next time you
want to concentrate on a piece
of work just slip

mounds.

The serpent is six inches long,
made of refined copper and hus
four colls.
9

14

CS
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Every Meal

astickofWRlGLEY'S
between your teeth.
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ROCKING

CHAIR HOME

MOTOR

It's a wonderful help
and

in daily tasks
sports as well.

Canadian Invention Rocks
Baby,
Washes Clothes, Sews and Fans
the Occupant.
Sore!. Que. A new Invention will
be manufactured nt Snrel if every
thing turns out as well us expected,
This invention consists of u machine
actuated by a rocking chair which, It
Is said, generates enough power to
run any machine In the house, sue
as washing machines, fans, etc. The
inventor and proprietor Is J. T. Lem
yre of Mnsklnonge mid the organizer
is J. P. Dart of Australia. Several
of the industrial heads of Sorel went
to Inspect the Invention and common
It for the country where no othe
power is available.

Ml
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Swept by Wave
of Child Crime

Hazards

ainiAvidrJim
gawia.si.irxmwi
f ti in m

TfTiTT

disappear
and hard

rrr ttvttt "TfTC

places come easy

for WRIGtEVS
gives you comfort
and poise It adds

the zest that
means success.
ft great deal

for 5C

Parade on Bastile Day.
At the time of their arrival the
morale of French citizenry and troops
was badly shaken, and at the invi Scores of Youths in Big Cities waiting court action on charges ot
Flavor
murder and manslaughter.
To yourself be true, Is a threadbare tation of
the French government,
Await Court Action on
Juvenile courts In ull big cities are
old maxim ; but one can't and talk
crowded with offenders.
In Severn
all the time.
Criminal Charges.
cities additional judges have been as
The person who has no will of h
signed to Juvenile courts to clean up
the dockets.
'own lins an Incurable malady. ,
IT
UP
TAKES
PRESIDENT
Reformatories, detention homes oud
houses of refuge to which police send
Bll
boys and girls of tender age to await
In
sec
action
court
are crowded
all
Considers Plan to Use Army Training
tions of the country.
Camps for Offenders Wayward
If you can't have what you like, try
Earning Her Title.
Favors Training Camps.
Girls and Boy Bandits on
"A Yates Center woman," says DVk
to like what you have.
Attorney-Genera- l
ha
Dauglieriy
the Increase.
Truehlood, "has to look after a sportgiven the problem much consideration,
ing son, a gambling husband ami
BOSCHEE'S SYRUP
In a memorandum to President Hard
painted daughter, and for that reason
Washington, D. C Child crime is ing, Mr. Dougherty suggested the e
Hie neighbors refer to her as 'The
now .engaging
tue. attention ot tablislmient uMederal camps for the Allays Irritation, Soothes and Heals Director
of Sports.' " Topeka Capital.
officials of the Department of Labor
Throat
of
offenders.
The
and
Inflammation.
citizen
Lung
boy
training
and other agencies of the govern ship branches of the Interior and La
The almost constant irritation of a
A dangerous ailment will make a
ment, as well us the Interest ot bor departments are also
studying the
the delicate mucous mem- man so careful thnt he lives to be Ot).
sociologists, welfure workers and civic problem with a view to making recom cough keeps
brane of the throat and lungs in
organizations throughout the Uuited mendations for reform and training
gested condition, which Boschee's Syrup
States.
of youthful lawbreakers.
On the gently and
quickly soothes and heals.
More than 100 boys and girls under possibility of diminishing child crime For this reason It has been
a favorite
of
twenty are waiting trial on charges
throughout the country depends In household remedy for colds, coughs,
burglary, banditry, uutomoblle thefts great measure the nation's future bronchitis and especially for lung
and other crimes in Washington, Bal- standard of citizenship, officials say, roubles in millions of homes all over
timore, New York and other big cities,
Attorney-Genera- l
Diiugherty recom- the world, for the last fifty-fiv- e
years,
Notice this delicious
mended to the President that the gov enabling the patient to obtain a good
according to data In possession of
are
of
a
score
trainernment convert Into reformatory
flavor when you
youths
Nearly
night's rest, free from coughing, with
ing camps for boy lawbreakers some ol easy expectoration in the morning.
smoke Lucky Strike
6 Bell-an- s
the army cantonments. He planned tu You can
buy Boschee's Syrup wherever
it's scaled in by
Hot water
train there the youthful offenders In medicines are sold. Advertisement.
the toasting process
of various kinds and the
Relief
Sure
craftsmanship
Georgia Man Raises
The outcome of a new business en
Carl M. Lange.
value of clean and upright living
NS
LL-AThis combined course of training In terprise depends on the Income.
Family of Rattlers
Lance's unit paraded In Paris on Bas
work and ethics would make good
ftasfFOR
INDIGESTION
the
tile day, July 14, 1917, heralding
citizens of niuny boys who come Into DYED HER SKIRT, DRESS,
Americas, Gn. M. W. Bryant,
coming of American troops to the aid
collision
with
Mr.
the
Dnugherty
police,
living in the Rift neighborhood,
of the allies.
SWEATER AND DRAPERIES
believes.
Under the present system of
has hnthed out a brood of nine
Following a brief preliminary train
them to penitentiaries and soafter
rattlesnakes
sending
having
ing In the rear areas, the First di
Each packaM of "Diamond Dyes" con
called reformatories little real reform
crushed the mother snake, which
vision was assigned to the lines and
tains directions so simple any woman can
Is accomplished, according to the
had
over
six
and
feet
measured
or tint ner worn, shabby dresses.
the unit to which Lange was as
and
who believes
line rattles, killed It and took
many
kirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
signed fought successfully In six ma
finish
sentences
their
where
he
the
youths
home,
placed
serving
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
eggs
ena
and
of
minor
number
large
jor
with a bitter bntred of Roclery which even if she has ' never dved before. Buy
them in a box of sand for IncuFrom all of these tlrs
Diamond
no other kind then per
gagements.
transforms them Into habitual crim- fect home Dyes
Each egg hatched and
bation.
dyeing ib sure because Diamond
BylMnglbCvvim
soldier
unscathed.
emerged
young
12
inals.
the little fellows measured
Dyes are guaranteed not to spot, fade,
It was in Cantlgny that Carl Lnnge
ELECTRIC
Tell
whether
or
run.
The
obserincrease
of
crime by children streak,
your druggist
Inches.
They are under
assisted In carrying the body of Merle
now sweeping the entire country has the material you wish to dye is wool or
Ready for Us. Better Than Traps
vation.
or whether it is linen, cotton or
Directions Id 16 language! Id ever; boi.
Ik,
Hay from the trenches. Hay was
In
Its counterpart
England,
Mica. Oookroaeues.
Ann end Waterbnca
Germany,
Rats.
advertisement.
mixed
goods.
the first Iowa boy killed and one ot
dnHiroT
fund and property and are carriers of
France and many other countries, re
dlSKase. Mmnii' F.Urtrie Ptutt forces tneso ileal.
tu
ruu from toe building for Hater ana iroan air.
ports show. It Is believed to be a
It Is easier for some men to sin;
86c ar.d II M. "Money back If It falls,"
hfUa.Pat.00;
direct result of the war wnen hundreds
U.S. lioverumeut bayelt,
hymn tlinn speak the truth.
of young boys mid girls were left pracPETROLEUM JELLY
tically without parental guidance of MOTHER,
QUICK! GIVE
the right kind.
With fathers and
Makes Fords Last Longer
older brothers away lit war, mothers
Advance Cork Insert Brake) Lining stops
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
In nmuy cases could not restrain Imthe vigorous (halting that causes rallies and
pulses of Ihelr sons and daughters,
racks the cat to pieces before rU brae. Tell
FOR CHILD'S BOWELS
with the result that the children sought
VahaUsFrasBsolt
youi dealer to install it,
evil companions and were led into
Relieves
criminal huhlts.
Even a sick child loves the "fruity"
Many Boys Turn Bandits.
Ilecords of the police in New Vork taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
mid other eastern cities are filled little tongue Is coated, or If your child
KEFUSE SUBSTITUTES
with facts concerning the arrest of hoy
listless, cross, feverish, full of cold.
ADVANCE
;
AUTOMOBIIJ
burglars anil bandits whose ages are or hos colic, a teaspoonful will never
ACCESSORIES
to
bowels.
fail
In
a
the
be
to
open
.few
found
and
fifteen
but
fourteen
CBESEBRBVGB.
MFC.
CO.
CORP.
4COMKUDATlO
1713 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
years. The number of offenders nndnr hours you can see for yourself how
New Ycrk
Stat Street
twenty years is enormous, officials say. thoroughly It works all the constipaData showing the exact relation be- tion poison, sour bile and waste from
tween the numbers of adult and child the tender, little bowels and gives you
lawbreakers now Is being collected u well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
from police In many centers.
Gangs of boys are responsible for (t Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
today saves a sick child to
large number of holdups now occurring
morrow.
Ask your druggist for genuine
In big cities, police suy.
Sesp 25c Okrtaieiit 25 and 50c, Talcum 2Sc
Police find It difficult to cope with "California Fig Syrup" which has diKidney, liver, bladder and uric acid
child crime because In many cases the rections for babies and children of all
troubles are most dangerous becrime represents the first nttempt. It ages printed on bottle. Mother! You YOU CAN SAVE
cause of their insidious attacks.
Is the amateur burglar and
Heed the first warning they give
i
footpad must say "California", or you may get Br
top frame yourMlf.
an Imitation tig syrup. Advertisement. auto
who Is most difficult to arrest.
we mu uim recovfli
that they need attention by taking
'
At fail m k a arwi
In
The ease with which boy bandits are
modala of can. Any
7 and up
Bewhlskered old humbugs are more
able to obtain firearms In most cities
ar on ntit it on. Ws
furnish taatrwtiofw. Koof and js)Hm
Is one cause of child crime, It Is aspopular than barefaced lies.
) toratW wftfc rmm
All cwnptou. Glv oa tha
fsMtira, w,tt
mm, year and arxxJal ouerbr of ysxrr ear ai3
ittJtafl
sumed.
mjt eaUsoajiM with MsapU and not jratj aaaet price).
M, CsHiNmII. ft,
Hiht and Morning, UMTY TOP TOW CO--,
i
at. Strong, Healthy ft7 MII.E8 PKR GALLON MAHK WITH
Wife's Value $25.
Naw Patented Gasoline Vaporlwr
ys. If they Tire.Itch,
London. Justice Horrldge granted
The world's standard remedy for theae
Write for Partfculara
ourn, u sore, Pukwana Vaporiser
a divorce to Thomas Elvln, a leather
Co., Pukwana, 8. Dak.
disorders will often ward off these disInflamed or
Irritated,
rVfC
Vri
eases and strengthen the body against
demer. Elvln Insisted on damages, alUUk
Ll
Granulated.useMurine
L3
farther attacks. Three sizes, all druggists.
Part of Premier Lloyd George's holiday in Scotland was spent at ISJuir so, and the court ordered Slack Camp-lln- , often. Sootb.a, Refreshes. Safe for
the man in the case, to pay the Infant or Adult At all Druggists. Write for
Leek lot the nana CoM MadsJ on asssy hot
castle, sent of the duke of Atholl, who Is here seen helping Lloyd George
aast aec.pt no Uaitatio.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
vvromrnd husband S25,
Bcroai the moors.
i Free Eye Book. Jtoiai En Rtmwlj Cs., Ckktis
each tablet and appears on each package for your protection against Imita
tions. Advertisement.
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SEALED TIGHT
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iIstrikeJV

Sure
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Relief

RE

EASY TO KILL
RATS

atto-

rney-general,

MICE
STEARNS'
PASTE

seline

Lloyd George on His Holiday

,

For burns,

cuts;
all
and
sprains
skin irritations

ft

dryness

of scalp.

VICTIMS
RESCUED

Let Cuticura Be

I

Your Beauty Doctor

$50o

at

COLD MEDAL
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STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION
OF THE

BANK OF MAGDALENA
Report of the Condition

at

the

C1om

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA

of Business

SEPTEMBER 6, 1921

SEPTEMBER 6, 1921

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts

Loans and Discounts

$446,170.31

TJ. S.

1,618.95

Stocks and Bonds

Real Estate, Fur. and Fix.

73,550.00

Other Bonds and Stocks

17,403.29

Cash and Due from Banks
Interest Paid

$466,142.07

Bonds

1,950.00

Real Estate Fur. and Fix.

69,199.51

5,813. 39

Cash and due from banks

49,209.85

1,655.89

596,665.31

fS2fl,097.95
LIABILITIES
S

Capital
Surplus and Profits

30,000.00

Capital Stock

60,000.00

Surplus and Profit

Rediscounts and Bills Payable

68,580.02
$526,097.05

Deposits

301,101.53

Federal Reserve Bank

173,744.33

$596,665.31

Get Rid of Your
Gas Grouch for Good
Don't hare
rrudce against the
Gil Man. It's not his fault that
you persist in aquanderingprecious
fuel, equip mat car or yours wltn
a New stromDerg carburetor.
Right sway mileage begins to

in Socorro County

Costa fall off. You go

multiply.

MODERN
STEAM If I2ATKD

tanner on fewer gallons ot luei.
Your engine loaea its gaa greed.
Now listen, brother don't say
"that might work on some cars
but mine, well I don't know."
Your car is no exception. Its ex-

AND

MOT AND ("OLD RUNNING

act duplicate
by the scores an
Strom berg equipped and are giving more mileage by many miles.
than you are getting.
The New Strombera? holds offi
cial economy records on virtually
every make of machine.
On
car, of anyyte, of any
M It invariably effects freater
at
gaa sconomy. Mot eaiy that

W.ITBII

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN

A.

FUNKE,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA

actually gives better acceleration
more power and more speed.
Makes a better car of the beat of
them.
Come in and let us show you
Just why and just how the New
Stromberg puts a crimp in fuel
consumption. Put a New Strombera- on vour car. Put it to a ten
day test. Set the savings. Figure
the economy. Get the facts. Then
we wil
it you are not satisfied
take it back and hand bach our
chase price without a question.

The

Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County

THE RESERVE GARAGE

STENDEL ELECTRICAL

GENERAL REPAIR WORK

Bl'ICK

SIX SERVICE

THE BEST DINING ROOM

Phone No. 3

AGDALENA

WHEN YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

o

iilpslllli'
"Costs less per Month of Service"

Onstad Ranger from the Tul
arosa Station was In our little town
Tuesday of last week.
W. L.

4

Mrs. II, E. Barber and her father Mr.
Clark who Is visiting with her, drove
Into Reserve Saturday afternoon.
J. E. Rheln, W. J. Jones, Chas. Mc- n
Carty and E. J, JSaea went to
Thursday of last week. Thoy
made the trip In Mr. Rheln's car and
reported the rond over the dreaded
Salals In very good condition.
Mog-ollo-

DEPENDABLE

ELECTRICAL

REPAIRING

and Mrs. Lapraik were In town
Friday from the road camp, they say
that the road to Luna has been put in
ears can
shape so that
make the grade on the other side of the
hill. The work on the Luna side being
done by the farmers of Luna Valley
This road will be of great advantage
to both the people of Reserve and
Luna.
Mr.

BATTERY SERVICE
ELECTRICAL

second-geare-

WORKS

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO

d

W. S. and H. F. Hudson were In Reserve Saturday morning attending to
business matters.

THE RESERVE REALTY COMPANY
J. JONES, Manager
RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
W.

Vlrg Wheler and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Graham were In town one day lust
week at a meeting of the Reserve National Loan Association.
Agust Klehne

is In town this week,
Just returning from Magdalena wher
he delivered his cattle on the 3rd. of

this months.

RANCHES

REAL ESTATE

Miss Bobble Mathers accompanied
Miss Deatron Campbell over to Luna
Friday afternoon where she will spend
a few days visiting In Miss Campbell's
home. ,

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
Ska

4tCZl,mi
"
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Magdalena Cafe
GOOD

SERVICE

tt
tt
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COURTEOUS TREATMENT

ALt, THE DELICACIES THE MARKET AFFORDS

piano-make-

named

tt
WE APPRECIATE
COME

vlt.'iirious fame which he did not
Dflrt to which he was not
ritltlert.
(Copyrlgtit.i

delft

YOUR PATRONAGE

IN AND SEE US

tt
tt

P. S. HIGGINS,

General Merchant
Carries a full line of

Pellsxier.

Fur from perishing by the
which, despite his pro
tests, was cafled by his name,
Doctor Gulltotins (jiel jn his
bed In 1814 having nchitfx) a

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions
Cold Drinks
Candies
Cigars
Irene, Back Home, Gets a Letter From Mickte

IVnvwnw

df
LVX WoX O.

"GUILLOTINE."

By Charles Sughroe
- un INww, Union

icuvwt StaC&A (ragvQ At

Jl

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS

to history as it
accepted, the
Instrument by which criminals
are automatically beheaded was
Invented by Joseph Ignace Guillotine, who was also the first victim of the machine. Outside of
the fact that Doctor Guillotine
neither Invented the apparatus
nor perished by It, the general
Impression of the matter Is fairly correct.
The original model for the
guillotine was constructed by a
r
named
German
Sohinitt, under the direction of
Doctor Louis, a French surgeon,
who In turn obtained his Idea
from the manaja, a somewhat
similar Instrument which had
been used in the Latin countries
for centuries. At first, the Inthe
was known as
vention
1.oularp,'' hut, owing to the fact
that Doctor Guillotine waged
ceaseless warfare upon the
of the ruck and the
wtiPul and continually urged the
adoption of this more humane
Method of Inflicting death .penalw"s indelibly as
ty, i'ls
sociated with If. On March 25,
170:2,
the ntiUwi!!l
assembly
passed the resolution rtrCirM'
mending the use of the machine
III nil French inHswiS and It was
publicly used a month later in
the belieailliiu of a prisoner
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EAT AT THE

the meeting.

Edd Steele and Albert Pickens, Gov
ernmnet Hunters were In town Wed
nesday buying supplies for an exten
ded stay up in the mountains.

Reserve, N. M.

A. G. HILL, PROP.

Mr. and Mrs. "BUI" Ward were in
town Saturday and Sunday visiting
with the friends and relatives.

Reserve Items

Charles Kelsey of Zunic, New MexE. E. Hendricks of Quemado drove
ico drove Into Reserve with his small over
Friday bringing Miss Deatron
son last Wednesday, on a business trip.
Campbell, our County Supt. of schools.
Mis Edna Wheeler of the Tularosa Miss
Campbell has been visiting the
has been spending the week visiting schools over in the Datil and Quemado
with her many friends, and attending districts..

SERVICE

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN

STENDEL

CAR TO ANY POINT, DAY OB NIGHT

New Mexico

Magdalena,

PROP.

WE I'SE EVERY EFFORT TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS

AUTOMOBILE

WELDING

WORKS

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
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49,400.00
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The Strongest Bank with the Largest Deposits

50,000.00
22,419.45

Circulation

377,517.93

Deposits

$
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